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y$%ing freeincfcs, teeaief’ 't>he 
€&fcjr of
■Society today emphasises the socialisation of the 
Child# llndoufetediy many factors influence this process, one 
of these being the family# - ■
The relationship between .a child1s behavior and 
attitude and the attitudes and behavior patterns, exhibited 
by his family has proved to be a fertile field of in vest!-* 
gat ion for many workers-# •
In many previous 'Studies this relationship has been 
attacked from the probleia^chiid .viewpoint# this study was 
an attempt to determine adult attitudes* per se,in Missoula,. 
Montana. fnder no- .circumstance was an attempt made t© dif­
ferentiate good attitudes from bad, or attitudes which would 
result in culuble or acceptable behavior on the part of 
children#
I. THE PBGhLBM 
-Statement of the- problem. The purpose of this study 
wasi (1) to ■discover the attitudes of adults, toward' 
children in .Missoula., Montana; (2) to discover the differ­
ences in attitudes, regarding children, among various groups 
of adults in this city; and (3) to present these adult
S ,
attitudes, as revialed through this inquiry.
dominating kind.© of adult attitudes toward children* found
in this particular community * will, familiarise school people,*
social workers, counselors; and law enforcement officials
with, one segment of the factors influencing the behavior of
children in this city.
there can be little doubt that a direct relationship
exists between the attitudes of adults and the behavior of
1their, children* Updegraff in her study of this relationship 
statedj *Jfc is the resulting behavior within the family group 
and the interplay of attitudes within the family which 
■Constitute the- real core of the problem; * this relationship
owas further substantiated, by Martin when he pointed out*
11 There is no home without- parent-child problems; -411 chil­
dren have problems! great or small! that are created by 
their parents * attitudes;1*
That there are many agencies involved in the forma­
tion of a child*© attitudes and resultant behavior is not 
questioned; This investigation concerned just two f actors * 
(1) the attitudes of adults; toward children in Missoula*
lEuth Updegraff* "Becent Approaches to the Preschool 
Obild.-'.III-. Influence of Parental Attitudes Upon phi Id Be­
havior, n tlouzml of. OaasMlting Ehyfihology.* 3:34; January- 
February; 1939*
^Alexander Beid 'Martin, M.B., "Parent1s Attitudes, 
Children*s Behavior,M National, parent Teacher, 47:5, Septem­
ber, 1952.
Montana; and (2) the difference© in attitude© regarding 
children, among various group© of adults.V ' ' . ' V'xx* »x«txoss of teems •'
Dominant variable, for example, eon© 1st© of items 
reflecting a tendency on the part, of the parent to 
put the ohild in a-.subordinate foie',1 to take\him-' 
into account quite fully but always a© one who should 
conform completely to parental wishes under penalty 
of severe punishment*
Possessive sub-scale refers to a tendency on the 
part'','3F',the",parent to "baby" the child, to emphasis© 
unduly (from a mental hygiene point of view) the 
affactional bonds between parent and child, to value 
highly the child's depend©nee on the parent, and to 
restrict the. child?© activities to those- which, can 
be carried on in his own family group*
variable, refers to a tendency on
the parent to disregard the child as an in- 
dividual member of the family, to regard the "good" 
child as the one who demands the least parental 
time, and to disclaim responsibility for', the child1© 
behavior-:*
■Miscellaneous or Unknown items refers to ten state-, 
merits on the llniversity of Southern California .Parent 
Attitude test which can not be classified'':©© dominant, 
possessive. or imorlng.3
(SA) Strongly Ag$SS> ari answer in complete agreement 
with the item as stated*
(MA) Mildly Agree * an answer agreeing with..the item
\
as stated, but with some reservation.-
(MB) Mildly Disagree* an answer disagreeing with the
^Edward Joseph Shoben, "The Assessment of Maternal 
Attitudes in lelation to Child Adjustment: Construction and
preliminary Standardisation of the University of Southern 
California Parent-Attitude Survey*t? (Unpublished Doctoral 
dissertation, The University of Southern California, Los 
Angeles, June, 194$), pp. 110-
item m  stated, but with some reservation*
an answer in complete' disa*
;greem#nb' with the item as stated*
ff̂ st refers to the University of Southern California
Lparent-Attitude Survey. ■
-149• A dopy of the University of
Southern" California Parent^Attitude Survey will be found in 
Appendix' A* pages i&f to' 134.
OEAFfEE II
Much has been written in regard to the relationship 
between a child1s attitudes and behavior and the attitudes 
pnd behavior patterns exhibited by his family*
.fhe.literature related'to this study will be present­
ed in two parts? (1) the literature bearing upon the rela­
tionship between .a child Vs attitudes and that of his family, 
and (2) the literature dealing with the measurement of these 
attitudes* '
Parent*ohiM relationship* Many publications, recently 
have carried articles. dealing with parent^child relation­
ships* Such.articles are not, of'course, scientific reports, 
but are suggestive of current .'interest in the relationship; 
between a child and his physical and racial environment*
fhe Vital importance of the home cannot be over empha** 
sized in the development of children* faegre and Anderson 
have statedi-
granting the. extent to which the responsibility 
for some types of training has boon shifted to the 
schools, the home, still offers the- earliest, and in 
many respects the most thorough, education which a 
child receives* . * We have seen that the personality 
of the child is emerging among all the influences of 
the early environment and is being shaped by them, 
and that the family represents the world of the child 
in which, long before he reaches school age, he has 
been meeting situations and developing ways of reacting
«*5—
to thorni Because he is more frequently and more pro*- 
foundly moved or stimulated by persons than by the 
inanimate parts of'.his ©mvironment, the home with its • 
elone associations with a number of personalities.,, 
becomes the field in which the, child'tests out and 
comes, to appreciate the vaiie of certain types of 
behavior.1
Martin- in his' study of three, thousand children' who 
attended fouth Blubs of the' Shildrenrs Aid Society in lew 
fork fitywanted, to find, out.;something about how parents’" 
attitudes affect everyday -youngStars, fee'puipese'of this' 
work was to find ways' to identify family problems of- children 
who came from different backgrounds and nationalities, so 
that attitude# and relationships -could be built to counteract ■ 
these problems-.
; fee interesting fact ■ came to light when he studied 
par tic ular, problems that Seemed to-'affect children the most, 
namely, the nature of'any problem-was far less important 
than its intensity. Consistency in parents1' attitude#/ 
though they might be quite unwholesome for the child, caused, 
less disturbance than did unaccountable changes and Shifts 
In attitude.
the problems Identified in'Martin’s■study were found 
to classify1'themselves into four' headings: rejection,*
deprivation,, overprotection, and .exploitation* The
hi. faegre and # . S« Anderson,- OhiM Oars -and, fraln~ 
ing. (Minneapolis: bniversity of Minnesota Prels>l9lSyT > 
pp. 2S0*28l.' '
2Alexander Ee-id Martin, 'M.B. ,• ?fBarent* s Attitudes, 
feildr@.u,s Behavior.^ national. tarent teacher. 47: pp. 4-6
and:40-,- September,.,. 1952.
e&pl&natlon of these terms- is quoted at some length due to
their relationship to the terms used'in this study,, i. e.,
dofainant. possessive , and imorttm*
le isetlon. A rebooted child is made to feel un-̂
wanted# His parents are hostile.to him, punishing
him unjustly' and .often sending him out'of the house*
Be 1© ..left out 'and humiliated'when a new baby is 
born* Many times- his -parents play favorites' or 
strongly, prefer a boy to -a girl* they seem to have , 
no hope for the child, expect nothing from him* 
..Children who have been rejected in this direct,, 
open way are alert, shrewd* eunning, quick to under* 
.stand, and'realistic:* They are. mature socially and 
physic ally. They know the wbrld is unfriendly, so 
they want to grow up to meet it* They think for 
themselves, are distrustful.' of others' and not too ! 
anxious to please.* They are in a -hurry to leave 
school, though they are not usually truants*
deprivation,* We apply this term where there is a 
broken home through death or divorce and the child 
is thereby deprived of full and predictable relation** 
ships with.his parents.' There is often material 
deprivation as well as physical neglect* We think 
of deprivation when one or both parents are absent 
a good deal or when the pattern of family life is 
constantly shifting* The deprived child is often 
put in the care of a group and is frequently left 
alone at home* He plays anywhere, and his meals are 
irregular* As likely as; not he is poorly-clothed 
and dirty.
This child tends to be overactive, with a quick, 
flitting, alert mind* He is hungry for ■affection.
■He likes parties and dancing., rituals,. ceremonials*
He likes school. He wants to be everywhere at once 
so as not to miss anything* Although he is, almost.. 
too willing.bo please- others., he will provoke anger 
in order to get 'recognition* He- gets strong f̂e.rush@sf-,
and is much inclined to put things on a personal •
basis * Ha is often a wishful thinker, with lofty 
■ambitions-and fantastic- daydreams. As. these deprived 
youngsters approach adolescence they tend to- become 
listless and indifferent~^hQys more so than girls.
Qvarbrptection* Barents are too.solicitous of the 
chiIdred in this group, too concerned about health
where-■''there is no - cause for concern* They try to
keep the child indoors where he is'safe* Eough-and- 
tumble play and any adventurous ideas are quickly 
discouraged, and parents seem to demand little of a 
child save that he stay out of trouble. They give 
him the feeling that- the world la a dangerous place*
■ 'full of enemies, m i  that he will be unable to look, 
•after himself In it-* isually these parents show, a . .
• leek' of real interest and :un#erstanding, the mother 
is- more.likely to be overprotective than the'father*
, - . A- chili from such a- home looks immature and is 
inclined to be, overweight*.' ie plays with younger ■ 
children an# withdraws from competition. lie is 
afraid to grow $$> and openly refuses .responsibilities* 
He is. easily influence# by - others as well -m dependent 
on them. ; He has no dbhfidehee lit his own ability, 
even while he resents being.babied*' "In■ adolesoenee ,
. ;S0#e of these children remain compliant, top agree- 
‘' able.* ' Others seem determined to prove they -are not 
t . sissies or weaklings.* . they rebel* show- off, wear- - 
loud clothes, an# may become delinquent* .
-.; , Iv^loftatfon* ' Here the picture is one of dpmlna- 
bioh-by iheparents, who- demand far too much of a 
Child, and help him far too -little* lie is pushed at 
school,- discourage# from play a waste, of time**},
and- given affection only when' he has earned, it by his 
achievements* Often his, parents shoulder - hi®. with 
whatever strong ambitions they once had. They expect 
him. to do things too early, and they scorn and ridi- 
. oule. his natural immaturity.*'
This child talks like a grow imp but looks - immature 
.an# is .ashamed of his immaturity.* He seems driven 
to compete and excel, but is usually a poor sport and ' 
sometimes even avoids, competition because he is afraid 
of making'a mistake* He associates' with grownups an# 
strives to please them rather than his own group. At 
school he promises well but puts things off and sal- ' 
.#om succeeds consistently* ■ Me wants to excel in.all 
v subjects but masters none of -them*. He thinks de- . 
fiantly but is easily'le<t*,3
le.ie.'CtiQii and deprivation* as used in the above quo**
Cation, tend to cover the same meaning as the term ignoring
use# in this- study* .Exploitation agrees closely with, the
■Several investigations- have concerned themselves with 
the relationship between kinds of'home environments and pre- 
school behavior- in children*
One mob a study was carried on by lattwiek*^ The 
sample'was composed of-three hundred and bhiriy**five pre­
school ■ children* Teacher1s ratings were used for an evalua­
tion of behavior Items and home visits were.made to assess 
home .atmosphere'*.
fhirty~five .kinds of preschool behavior were correlate 
ed with, fifteen horn©-environment factors* preschool be- 
havior items con sis ted of such things as erie s easily, 
Jealousy, sucks thumb., and others*' Home factors' were Such' 
things as tense atmosphere, calm atmosphere,'maternal negli- 
genoe, over ah tent iv ene as, .and harsh punishment,
Eelationships found were'as follows? (1). Qverabben- 
tlveness is related to infantile and withdrawing behavior in 
the child and to his asking for unnecessary help In the pre­
school situation, (2) lack of attention in the home is 
related to. aggressive behavior, seeking:■ attention, and asking 
for unnecessary help* (3) Calm atmosphere is related to 
cooperative behavior and emotional stability on the part of 
the child* (4) tense atmosphere is related to exactly the 
revers.e~~unc0operabive behavior and lack of emotional adjust** 
ment* {§) Civing children responsibility at home is 
associated with self-reliance in school* (6) parental play­
ing with -children is related' to feelings'of security in 
school situations* (7) Babying or overstimulating children
%erta,■Weiss Kattwick,'̂ Inter-relations Between the ■ 
Preschool -Child*s Behavior and Certain Factors in the Home.” 
■Child Bovelopmont* 7:100-226, 1936*
is associated with their showing social difficulties with 
children the same age*
A similar study was carried out by Baruch'* which was 
■aimed'at determining kinds of parental tensions as corre­
lates of child 'adjustment* Teachers made adjustment ratings 
by observing,. thirty-five superior preschool children 'and 
'Worked ■ out 'statements of the problems paramount to ■ each 
individual youngster* Pat a were, gathered on the relation-* 
•ships between parents on the 'basis of clinical interviews*. 
The'parental adjustment factors which were significantly 
related, to children*s adjustment factors were the following? 
(1) tensions over sex adjustment* (2) tension over the 
dominahcelsmbmission relationship, (3) lack of considera­
tion, (4) lack of cooperation in child care* (3) extramarital 
affairs.* (6) Inability to discuss differences, (?) disagree­
ments over friends, relatives* and work, and ($} feelings of 
receiving too little affection. The first two factors were 
.reported as by far the most important*
toother study undertaken along much the same line was 
that of Hattwiek^ who reported that overattentiveness, on
Siorothy Baruch.*. ifk Study of Reported. Tension in 
Interparental Relationships as Co-existent with Behavior 
Adjustment. in Young Children.*1* journal of Experimental Sdu- 
patipn. 204* 1934 •
%@rta Weiss Hattwiek and Margaret St owe! 1, ftThe 
Relation of ■.-Parental Cver-Attentiveness to Children1 s Work 
habits and Social Adjustments: in findergarten and the First 
Six Credos of School.n Journal of'Educational Research.
169̂ 1.7.6, lovsmber, 1936. ,
the part of-the parent, resulted, In the child hairing mere 
difficulty in making social adjustments and in learning good 
work hahits than did.a child .from parents who are not- over- 
attentive, ?h© implication of this,, for schools,, may be 
found in'the following quotation*
,■ -*'■*. When ■the parents are overactenfciv© the
■ school, is waging an uphill battle, in its attempts ■
■ to- improve the ■ efeildU ' 'Only when the ■ home is well*, 
■adjusted can we have any assurance that the' .work 
■of the school will be .successful*7
fhe last study which will,be discussed regarding the 
relationship between a parent*s. attitudes and a'child1© be­
havior is .that of Baldwin*,̂  Mis purpose'was to discover 
.attitudes which underlie,■ common patterns of parent, behavior.; 
to■ relate"these attitudes to aspects of the home,, and to 
Show' the relationship between these parental attitudes and 
the personality of the child* ̂
Baldwin investigated. one hundred, and twenty-six cases 
over a period of six months*
loBy a method of syndrome analysis which Baldwin 
describes’ as, !ta technique for, selecting clusters of related 
variables from, a table of\iaboroerreXabions,.fl' three central ■
7lbid., P. 176,
-I,. Baldwin, Joan Kalhorn, and Fay Huffman
■Ireese, hpattera© of ■Parent Behavior,n Psychological .Mono- 
jac&Bfej* 5BiJ-7§, 1945*
^ibid*< p# 5*
10Ibid.. p. 28.
.syndromes were revealed: democracy in the home, acceptance
of child, and indulgeme. Three predominant types of parent 
behavior were discovered, .reiectant.t casual. and acceptant* 
Baldwin concluded that:
The value of such a study as this, which attempts 
: to Conceptualise'the nature -of parental adjustments 
. in some detail and which uses that1 conception: to 
'make'explorations into the tangled intricacies, of 
Individual * case -studies-is' that''it. once more illus*
'' 'trateS' and emphasises the fact that human adjustment 
is an individual gestalt,, unique. ..for each person,
'and that oversimplification can .lead'to dangerous 
practices of education and guidance*!!
Measurement .of parent attitudes*, Interestingly
enoughi when considering the number of self^inventory tests
of attitudes:, interests, and personality,, there has been
little scientific attempt to measure parental attitudes by
this type of test* There have been some tensor-twenty item
questionnaires' published in popular magazines*- These can
be dismissed as not scientific due to the lack of standard!-
Ration and shortness of the tests*
From the literature available, reference will be made
to four attempts which have been made to develop a self-
inventory method for measuring parental attitudes.
. The first of these attempts was made in 192^ by iaws^
^ b i d , .• pp. 74-7$.
l2Gertrude Laws, "Parent-Child Relationships: A Study
of the'Attitudes and Practices of Parents Concerning;Soclal 
Adjustment in Childhood,T} Teacher;!s. College Contributions to ' 
gducatlon Mo* • 283 * Heyj York: Teacher s’" G olllge |Co lumbia
liEwrHty, 1925V 57 pp.
. and about tit#. moat that can be said is that it m s . an early 
.attempt at the prohim  of measuring parental attitudes*
his study of differential ■ attitodos among, groupe of adults 
toward yaritua aspects: ■ of chili behavior, this **testw con­
sisted of sixty items rated 1 ■ to 10 how: seriously or. uhfavor* 
ably the adult rater feels the - behavior 'deserihei, in the 
item* affe.ets.the child# ■ItO'gdill*$ ^test^ is critically 
discussed fey Watson^ where it is pointed out that too much 
is lacking ..to come to the conclusions reached by Stogdill*
& more■serious attempt was made by Merrill ^ when she 
attempted to.measure the ■stimulus'properties of maternal 
behayior' toward preschool Children in .standardised play 
.situations* Observing the interaction of mother.and child 
through a one-way screen f the investigator kept a record of 
her- observations taken every five seconds during two thirty 
minute intervals#: thirty*bwo predetermined behavior cate­
gories were utilised, eleven of 'which were finally analysed, 
the eleven variables'studied were lack of contact, struct 
turin!ng, a change in activity,, teaching, interactive play, 
helping,.' directing, interfering, criticising, cooperation, -
and nQrcooperat ion.
.iter rill1 $ cono Xusions were i
^Goodwin Watson, Gritlcal lots on fwo Attitude 
■Studies,» Mental lyglene. • i7*59*&4» 1933 •-
^Barbara .Merrill,,. I!A Measurement of Mother*GMXd 
Interaction#̂ ' dourhal Of Abnormal and Social Psychology.
ill$?<*«$*. 1& 6*... ....
second attempt, was-made In 1933 by Stogdill with
In .general, a mother*s relationship with her. child 
. appear̂ ; to be' influenced tod. changed by her motiva­
tion to have that child appear to the world in the 
. beat 'possible light.*■ ihto'^thie Motivation is restricted 
to a specific situation,. delimited in time, and defined 
In ■•terms of performance ■■desired, the. mother tends, to ■ 
assume direct control of/ the child* s actions, and to .
■ impose-her own Standards, rather than to interact.with 
him in such a way.as to advance his ability to think 
and act .independently' and to foster his. autonomy •within ■■■ 
the. limits of necessary adult guidance*11
ihobto^ describes the fels Farenb-iehavior Eating 
Seal@/r*-%v scale developed by Horace Champney and co-workers 
tod the fels foundation*, the purpose involved was te, design 
a rating scale-to be used by visitors ■ to assess-.parent be­
havior in the home*
The Fels Parent-Behavior Eating Scale contains seventy 
Variables upon which the home and parents are rated,, the 
following are examples of these variable-01
1, Adjustment of the home; Maledjlisted— Well Adjusted* 
'%* Activeness of hornet Active— Inactive*.
3-.*. lis.cb.rd in homes iarmony— Conf liet.
Shobenis criticism of this instrument is as follows:
The Fels pareat*Behuvior Seales, then seem to be 
-effective and adequate measuring devices for the 
study of parental behavior* * * *
*'., , - frm the clinical point of view, such rat­
ings are of inestimable value, but practically they 
are capable of. making only negligible contribution.*
^Edward Joseph Ihoben, 5*fhe Assessment of Maternal 
Attitudes in Eolation to Child Adjustment: Construction and 
Preliminary Standardisation' of the University of Southern 
California Parent-Attitude Survey*̂ - (Unpublished Doctoral 
dissertation, The University of Southern California, Lo,s 
Angeles,,- June, 194d), pp* 59-69*
the rating© retires a. h a l f - v i s i t  by a 
ifalned heme visitor* Both' in terms of time and 
personnel* such a practic e is not .feasible in the ■
'great, bulk of clinical work that is practiced our# 
rShbly*' Secondly1, one wonders- if the presence of • 
a visitor with a' clinic' affiliation in a home fro® 
which the clinic'was dealing with & maladjusted ■
Chili, might not create .a Situation badly contami­
nated. with a new variable that might well express 
■itself in any'direction* * >.' *17
the' University of Southern California- parent^Attitude
purvey,| 'which was the instrument used for measuring adult
attitudes; in this study was designed by Shoben,
. cShoben defirfed hi© problem as- the construction of a
■scale which' would be clinically useful in measuring parent 
1$attitude,*
fhb ©electIon of. the items in hi© survey was based 
upon two criteriai. ®(Z) 1hey must deal with significant 
aspect© of the pareut~ehild relationship, and (a) they must 
be adequately disguised in order to avoid sophistication***^
the,items finally ©elected were- general statement© of 
parental.'policy or ..attitude intended to tap the affectively, 
-toned points of view that parents might have regarding 
eMMrea*-®'
fh# items selected were the result of armchair
analysis of the various possibllities.^-
the. eri'-glu&l scale consisted of one hundred and forty-*
■eight, item®' which wert-■administered t0 a trial Sample of one
hundred white , urban* mother®/ fifty of whom were parent®, of
problem children and fifty that were parents of non-problem
children* Sh.obea defined a problem child ads
* .,* * one. who would fit.into one of three 
criteria* the child was receiving clinical help 
for some personality or behavior problem* the chili 
■'had'-come- into- the custody of' the., juvenile author* 
ities .at least twice; or the child*s mother regie*- 
tered a complaint .about the youngster clearly 
indicating that she would liketo have clinical
When the. results on this trial run were analysed it 
was found that there was no appreciable■difference in socle* 
.-economic factors or for exposure to psychological counseling 
■or treatment between the problem and non-problem groups* 
ibwever,' the problem group- showed twice as many divorces as 
did the nog*problem group, the problem group was definitely 
ol$er, and parents of non-problem children had attained more 
education, in terms of years, than the problem, group. ■
An item analysis was run to determine which items, of 
the original one hundred and forby-eight* should be retained
• V  .
for -a tentative scale. A chi-square test of significance was 
used between,■responses of problem and non-problem.. An item
ai-Ibld * # pi 90.
^ Ibid., p, 92,
^ Ibid.. pp.. 102-104,
was retained if it discriminated at the five par cent level 
of confidence or beyond. lighty-five items were retained and 
these were weighted^ according to Guilford*s formula*
$ * fn. ̂  fno / %
 ' M ........
ffeerej
Pp ft proportion of the problem group responding 
in a specified wayj
Pnp * proportion of the non-problem group responding 
in the same
p «■ proportion of the two groups combined 
according to the formula ' ̂  p , p3 ' *7 P -.tUi, 2 q s 1-p
ihoben and four doctoral candidates Classified the 
items into four variables? dominant * possessive, ignoring.. 
and miscellaneous, kn item was classified into one of these 
variables if three of the four judges agreed.^
the !*testn was given, again to forty mothers, divided 
equally between problem and non-problem, and to ten clini­
cal psychologists. ' the f?b*~best of significance was used to 
Compare both first and second groups of parents with the 
scores obtained by the clinical psychologists, this compari­
son resulted in the parent groups differing from the clini­
cians beyond the one per cent level of confidence.
Shoben concluded thati
' The hypothesis on which this- investigation has 
been based is that parents, taka sufficiently con­
sistent attitudes toward their children, to.permit 
measurement and that- those.attitudes are signifi­
cantly related to child adjustment. By t he con­
struct ion of the .¥*$*£U Fa'jhe&t* Attitude Survey, an 
inventory*bype Heat* of parent attitudes toward; 
their children, which has'Sufficient•reliability 
and validity to he clinically useful, the hypoth­
esis may be looked upon as at least tentatively 
substantiated*, ? .*■**
to informal survey*^ conducted in Bug one, Oregon at-*
■tempted to-'show existing differences- in the attitudes of
different adult groups toward their •-children-.*
the survey was limited in area to the'■Eugene,. Oregon,
city limits* The city was. divided into six ■geographical
areas and the class into- six groups. Each class group was■
to cover one of the geographical areas* Within'the area
each person was assigned "to definite blocks within which he
was to interview six people." the data was given to a
special committee for .statistical computations and inter*
probations.
' fwe special groups were■obtained and tabulated to 
'compare with the general group;. (1) Twenty members of a 
Seventh Day Mventist church, and (2) Twenty^four members 
of the Catholic tfebher*s Club.
The; data obtained from this survey was tabulated by
A Banort« Winter Quarter. Psycho logy of Infancy and 
thildhood^ClaSs,Ihe University of Oregon* 1953* Cnder the 
iirection and ■ supervision of Dr. John Fierce-Jones. 14 pp.
6-*
#©a>*male and female£ child children* without
Childreni skilled* other; religion
-*Gath0lic and Protestant; and- speeiaX^Oatholle and Seventh 
Say Adventist*
fhe Eugene Survey used Shoben* test as the measur-
Ing instrument of adult. attitudes. An important shortcoming 
In the report of this survey is that newhere is.it reported 
what weights were assigned to the-' Items 'in tabulating the 
resuits*
fbe_results of the lugane Survey are quoted at some
length in order to compare them with the results obtained in
the present study*
In analysing- the data collected, regarding .dem* 
inane©., we" see'some very definite differences in 
some related groups* It is.dangerous* however* to 
say there is a difference without knowing the 
probability of this difference happening due to 
chance alone* At the five percent level of confi­
dence * we find that people with children are more 
dominant than people' without children* fhis means 
that we can say this difference is a true differ­
ence and be wrong five times in one hundred due to 
chance'' alone*- We could judge from this finding that 
people with children seem to be more realistic and 
those without children to be idealistic,
Other significant differences are in the area of 
religion*1 \ patholics are,more dominant than protest 
tantsr and bur special Catholic group more dominant 
than the special1' Seventh* Day Adventist group*30
for a. tabulation of -dominance, in the Ingene Survey*
see fable,Ii page 20* fable II, page 21, contains
ntflcant ratios for dominance in the- Eugene Survey.
^%ee Appendix:. A, page 129# for copy of this test. 
»# P* 5#
With 
Without 49.
sional 53#
.Skilled 54^ 
Other 54#
taut 53 
10 at he Ix g :5:l # 0
fothoile 61.5 
Ui#A. 53-*l
0.2..
. •# . *
# *. # #
’• 4 * '#
4 ■■* 1.43
m * •* 1*59
*  '4 *
.5-91.5
.5-83*5
'.5-*83.-5 
* If*5-83.5 
. 19.5-83.5
* 12*78 4 4 * .185 # • • * 0.92 . '19*!>-91.5
12.37 ■»■ 4 * * 38 4 4 #' ̂ 2.05 . 27.'5-83*5
11*15 4 # . . 24 * 4 * 4 2.2§ . 43.:>-83.5
«- 11# k$- •■ # . # 2© 4 4 * ■* 2.52 . 35.:>.*75.5
p. 4.
‘*•21**'
SIGNIFICANT B&TIQS FOE BGMSANCB32 
(Mugmw' Survey I
Croups Compared
Critical 
Eatlea
lî lficdnS"''''' ,u "' "[J JL-J 
L at Higher '■ tfeup 
556 1$ {more dominating)
Ilfen WdSlOtl * « • * O'#OX « • ~ • #*■; # • * Mo.‘difference
With * Without 
children * . * * 2,21 * • * • ** * * . With children
Professional*Skilled * *. * * ■0#21 * '*.■* .* **■* * * ■. Mo difference
Skilled ■*
Other * * * * .$*10 ■•■ • — ■ * *■'* ■ * •* * Mo difference
professional**Other' # * *■ • 0*51 * *-**■ * * '*■• ♦; * * Mo difference
Catholic *■
Pretextant . * * . * -2*00 * * ̂ * * “• ■ ♦ * .*. Catholic ■
Catholic ^
Spec* Catholic* * * *1.15 *• *** ;* *•■■*■ * * -Ho differenceCatholic *.$*A*S* * 1*53 . • ** •"**■ ’ * * * ffo difference
Protestant ~
Spec, Catholic. * * -3.23 . • «* *  ̂ * * * Special Catholic
Protestant ~
$>■ l< A • *. • * • * 0* 20 * *■«* * • *» .*; *:■'* Mo difference
vAci4*. vw WiiA?Jk 1C *■*
S * 0 ♦ A* • . • • =• * 2*51 # * #■ 4 * «* * « * Special Catholic
W  "IfflUSieS 'aignlficSnc'e'
32Ibidt., p. 13.
fiie summary for possessive in the Eugene Survey was:
The mean for the whole group was 2$.46, the 
lowest., mean 25.25 scored by"the skilled or Clerical 
occupational' .group* the highest mean 35*95 was reg- 
• istered by the special Catholic group., this mean- . 
tended to raise the mean of the total group consid­
erably* in fact, so did ail the religious■groups 
except the Protestant...group*'
■looking at the tables of significant ratios, 
we see that there are significant differences be*
- tween the.' following pairs of related groups* .Skilled 
and other, Catholic and Protestant, Catholic and 
•Special Catholic,. Protestant and .Special Catholic,, 
Protestant and Seventh Bay Adventist*33
fable. Ill, page .23, i is., .the tabulation ■and fable If, 
page 24,- the significant ratios for possessive in the Eugene 
.Survey* '
fhe summary, for .Ignoring in the Eugene.Survey was
The mean for the ignoring group, as a. whole, 
was 19*64* This is brought up "by the high scoring' 
Catholic and special groups* ' Otherwise., moat of 
the categories have a mean'scbre.-df about IS. 5 •
The low is on the group that did not have children 
but in contrast those that did have children rated 
■ considerably higher than 'the rest of the, groups.*
Turning to the tables of significant ratios, 
we find significant: differences between with chil­
dren, and without children; Catholic and- Pretestant; 
Catholic'and .Special Catholic; Protestant and Special 
Catholic; Protestant and Seventh Bay Adventist;
Special Catholic and Seventh Bay'Adventist*34
Table ?, page 25, is the tabulation and fable VI,; 
.page 26, the significant ratios for ignoring in the 'Bugera. 
Survey.*
33ibid.., p.* 7.
With ' 26;82 . . 9.35
Without 29.04 . . 8.35
sional 26.07 . * 6.0G 
Skilled 25.25 .* * 8.25 Other 26.08 . , 9.60 
RELXGIOK
26*09 • • 6*50 
9**h*Xi & U k k  * .* 7.75
TABLE IV
SIGNIFICANT RATIOS FOR POSSESS!^6 
(Eugene Survey)
Signifi cant 
Critical at Higher Croup
Groups Compared Ratios 5$ lg (more possessive)
Men - Women . • . ♦ 
With - Without 1.09
• «* • 0m 9 Ho difference
children * , * ♦ ♦ 
Professional - 1.57
*m 9 No difference
Skilled ......... 0*75 • - • mm 9 No differenceSkilled - Other * * 
Professional -
2.02 . * ❖ * mm 4 Other
Other . . . . . . .
Catholic *
1.59 0 mm 0 No difference
Protestant * ♦ . . 
Catholic ~ 3.74
4 ** • * 4 Catholic
Spec. Catholic . . 2.29 4 # . mm 0 Special CatholicS • D » A * . • « . *
Protestant -
o.ao 0 —  ♦ mm 4 No difference
Spec. Catholic . . 
Protestant -
6.05 # — * 9 0 Special Catholic
3 »I)» A * . . . * « 
Spec. Catholic ~ 4.49
0 mm + * 9 S * D • A.
S. D. A. * « * * « 1.43 9 0m m 4 No difference
* Indicates significance 
36ibid.. p. 13.
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Survey was summarized as follows:
• . . It has brought members of the class in 
contact with one useful tool used to measure people’s 
attitudes toward children. And it has given us some 
reasonable measure of some elements of Sugene*s so* 
ciety in relation to child attitudes.
* . * the occupation classification was left 
to the discretion of the interviewer and we have 
reason to believe that there were some discrepancies 
in this area. The survey is highly skewed in regard 
to the higher occupational' levels* which does- not 
represent a true cross section of our city. The 
religibus affiliation of persons participating was
. highly skewed in favor of Protestants* *■ * .39
The literature reviewed in this chapter is not* of 
course, the sum total of material written on parent-child 
relationships or the measurement of such relationships* 
review presented in this chapter is a review of the litera 
Cure available which, seemed to have, the most direct rela 
tion to the study being presented.
3 9 ib id . . p. 14. '
Area 1imltatIons> This study was limited to those 
'Voting precincts located within the city limits of Missoula, 
Montana* Figure 1, page 29, is a graphic presentation of 
these areas*
^election of test* fhe 'University of Southern Cali­
fornia Parent-Attitude Tesb^ was chosen as the .measuring 
■device of adult, attitudes toward children* fhe test2' con­
sists of eighty-five items which are .general statements of 
parental policy or attitude intended to- tap points of view 
that adults might have regarding children.. A review of the 
literature dealing with the- construction of this instrument 
may be f©und in .Chapter IX,. pages 15 to 1$ ♦
fhe points of view, which this test attempt to 
measure., are classified as dominant. possessive. .Ignoring, 
and miscellaneous or unknown quantities.. A definition of 
these terms will be found in Chapter X, pages 3 and 4.
fhe selection of this instrument was based upon two
Ifdward' Joseph §hoben# «fhe Assessment of Maternal 
Attitudes in Eelation to Child Adjustmentx Construction and 
Preliminary .standardisation of the University of Southern 
California .Farent-Attitude Survey.n {An unpublished .Doctoral 
dissertation, the 'University of Southern California, Los 
 ̂Angeles, June, 194$)> pp. 136-449.
2f©e bppm&ix A, page 129for copy of this test.
^SvJ
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3factors5 (1) for comparison with the-Eugene Survey- arid, (2) 
the aided collection of evidence for the establishment of 
norms on this instrument.
■ie.l©ction of sample:, the registered voters* records' 
prepared by the Clerk and lecorder, Missoula County, Montana* 
for the 1952 .general elections in Missoula, Montana were used 
.as a basis for the selection of those individuals Interviewed*
Each name appearing upon the list of individual pre­
cincts was numbered consecutively, fable ?II, page 31* con­
tains the number of registered voters and percentage of city 
total voters for each precinct.
In accordance with directions for'random sampling^ 
a number was chosen from a table of random numbers.^ fhe 
number upon the registered voters’ list identical with the 
number chosen from this, table, was selected as a sampling 
case.
fhe name 'and address of the individual chosen was 
written upon a three by five inch card, provided for each 
subject, and these cards were filed by precinct number.
fhe procedure, described above, for selection of 
sample cases, was carried out for each precinct within the
3 A discussion of this Survey will be .found iii- 
Chapter IX, pages 1 $ to 27.
4e . F. iiindquist, Statistical Analysis in Educational 
losearch. (Boston: ' Houghton':Mifflin Company, 1940T, pp. ^
JPreeincfc 
number Umber'regieterai voters Of city total
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7.04
4.30
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5*05
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3 -1| 
% 1.42 
5.22 
7.93
4*47 
9*71 
4.91 
4.20
7otal ♦ * 100.79
w<in iw rt'pTMWiwiWiWiw
city limits, until a total of two hundred eases had been 
selected for study* fhe sum of two hundred was an arbitrary 
figure* equal to 1.5 per ■cent of the total^registered voters 
in Missoula,.. Montana*
An additional seventy names were selected later in 
the same manner*- fhis was due. be several factors* ■ some sub* 
jects were not home #ien called upon, some refused to take 
.part in the. study* others would .accept the test and ques­
tionnaire, but did not complete them* and still other people 
had moyed to a different address than the one on the voters’ 
register.
fhe total number of persons selected then was two 
hundred and seventy*' Undoubtedly, some bias is brought intO' 
the study because of this added selection of seventy names, 
fhe extent and direction of this bias is probably impossible - 
to determine*
■ fable fill, page 33* illustrates the number-of 
samples selected from each precinct, the number of samples 
taken from- each precinct,, and the percentages these are of 
the total selected and the total taken.
,lathed, of contact. Beginning May 7, 1933- two inter- 
viewers contacted each individual selecte#* fhe purpose 
of the study was explained and the subject was asked to 
Cooperate by completing test and questionnaire*^
%ee Appendix B., page 135*for copy of question­
naire .
NUMBER OF SAMPLES SELECTED FROM EACH PRECINCT, W W E S  OF 
SAMPLES TAKEN FROM EACH PRECINCT, AND THE PERCENTAGE 
THOSE TAKEN ARE OF TIE TOTAL SELECTED AND T ®  TOTAL 
TAKEN, WITHIN THE CITI LIMITS OF MISSOULA, MONTANA
Precinct Number Number Percentage of Percentage ©f
number selected taken total selected total taken
1 • • • 21 i . . 14 * • * • 5.19 « . • • • 6.SS
2 • • • 15 a i i I  ♦ i • ,  2*96 • » » ♦ • 3.92
3 « . i 16 • * « S * • . * 2,9^ * * • . . 3*92
4 . , ; 13 i. v 10 . . . . 3.70 . . . . .  4.90
5 ; . i 12 . v . 10 . . . .  3.70 . . . . .  4.90
b * . * 14 * '. S . » . . 2.90 . . . . .  3.1.92
7 '» . v 11 . . $  ■> . . 2.96 . . . .  , 3.92-
6  , '. 1? 12 ■* ,  , .  4.44 .  •. j  , » 5.SS
9 '. * IS . . ,  16 . « • 5*. 93 7.G4
10 . . '. 12 . . , 10 . . . .. 3.70 . , . . ■* 4.90
11 . . ■. 17 . . •, 16 . . •. 5.93 . • ■. ■. 7.S4
12 . . .  21 . , IS '. '. '. '. 6.67 '* ■* 6-.S2
13 '. •» 1 1 '.  . S '.  . . '. 2,96 . . . .  3.92
14 . . . 2 9 '.  . . 20 . . . . 7.41 . . . . . f.SO
15 . . 1 1  . . 1 0  * , » . 3.70 , . . . . 4,90
16 . , . 11 . . 9 . . . . 3,33 . • • . 4,41
40 . 21 . . . 19 . . .  . 7.04 • . . . .  9.31
To^&X • * 270 • * ’ * 204 ♦ * ' i , 75* 54 * 9 f ♦ 9^
Where the motive of the interviewer was questioned,
the interviewee was asked to read a letter' from the Acting
Bean, School of Education, Montana State University* In most
cases this letter appeared to allay any question the subject
might have had regarding the motive of the interviewer*
fhe original intent of this study was to have each
subject complete the test and the questionnaire in the
presence of the interviewer# After interviewing ten persons,
this procedure was abandoned due to time and work schedule
conflicts. With the remainder of the interviews, a copy of
the questionnaire and test was left with the interviewee,
and an appointment made for the return of these papers,
usually In the afternoon of the following day.
During the return call the interviewee was asked if 
£|a summary of the study was desired* An affirmative answer 
was noted upon the individual’s file card*
When the interviewer was unable to contact the inters 
vlewee or the items were not completed after three return 
calls these subjects were abandoned.
the interviewers had concluded the distribution and 
collection of tests and questionnaires by June 1, 1953# 
Treatment of data. The persons interviewed were 
classified as to sex, parent or non-parent, number of
^Eeproduction of letter in Appendix C, page 137*
$A copy of the summary mailed to people desiring it 
may be found in Appendix B, page 133.
children*. religion* age* education* income* occupation! and 
geographical area*. these eiatsXficatieas* for the purpose' 
of : amal̂ sla. s ;were suh~divlded as follows;
. A. Sex*
1. , Male 
2* Female
B. Fatent
1. Parent of one child*
%4, Parent of two children*
3. Parent of three children.* ■
4* ■ Parent of four or more children*
C. len*parent ^
B. Religion
X* Protestant
2. Catholic
X * ■fnder ' thirty^four *
2* fhirty^flve to. forty if our* ■
3* Forty^fire to sixty-four*
4* Sixty^five or over.
F. Occupation^
1* Professional 
2* Proprietors and managers*
$W* XXoyd Warner* Marehia Meeker, and Kenneth iells, 
Social Glass In America. (Chicago; Science Research Associ­
ates! inc.*" 1949X7^^131*142,*
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3* Business men*
4* Clerks and kindred workers*
5* Manual workers*
6* Protective and service workers*
7* Farmers*
{Housewives were classified in the same occupation 
as that of their husbands.)
G* Annual Income
1. Under ^3,099*
2. ^3i100 to #4>099*
3* ^4,100 to s?5>099*
4* vj>5>100 to > 099 *
3* &6,100 or more.
(Where husband and wife each had an income, the sum
of the two was reported.)
H. Education
1. Formal education did not extend beyond 
grade eight*
2. Formal education Included one year or more 
of high school*
3* Formal education included one year or more 
beyond grade twelve.
I. Geographical Area
1* Area I, composed of Precinct Numbers One, 
Two, Three, Four, and Thirteen.
2. Area II, composed of Precinct Numbers Five,
Six, Seven, and Fifteen,
3*' Area III, composed of Precinct Numbers 
Eight,'fourbem, and"Forty*
4. Area If;/• composed of Precinct' Numbers- line, 
fen, and Sixteen*
5* Area f, composed of 'Precinct lumbers Eleven..
The geographical areas were set up in the above manner 
for several reasons*
'Areas ..! and II are separated from the rest of the 
city by a natural boundary, the ClarkT s Fork of the Columbia 
Elver.
Area I consists of the business district,. rflower 
class11 apartment dwellings and a small'■residential district 
along Eattiesnake Greek.
Area IX consists of'a residential district where 
many railroad workers and lumber mill employees live*
Area III consists of % residential district where 
many ■prosperous business men, professional men, and univer-̂  
sity people reside* This area contains most of the pteten* 
tious dwellings found in Missoula. There is no clear 
demarcation between Areas III, If, and f*
Area X? appears to contain more 'apartment houses and 
older dwellings than does Area f*
Area ? is the beginning of the Orchard. Homes district 
consisting of small acreages where many retired individuals
ssak® ■ t h e i r  h o m e s *
figure 11, page 3f ̂/presents these geographical areas*, 
law scores were obtained far the dominant* possessive* 
fscoring* .and ■miscellaneous begone i#s* upon each test, by 
totaling. the weighted scores, assigned to the'fe#oose- checks 
ed for each item, the .above beud’encies are defined 1b Oliap* 
%er It pages 3 and 4, and covered in the ieyiew of Related 
Mberabare., Chapter IJ, page !?* A table consisting - of the 
te$t item number,. the trait it ̂ measures.*' and the weight as* 
tidied to- each’ response -will be found-in Append%x %, page 
140*
fhe raw scores for each tendency plus the information 
received on ^ueetionnairef for each individual* were plotted 
on master work sheets*^® ^
1 , law scores of each tendency were tabulated by sub* 
division clasBifications^^ for each individual interviewed* 
this procedure was carried out for ail aub^division ciassifi* 
cations*
the mean» the standard deviation from the mean* and 
the standard error of the mean was computed for each group*
To determine whether the observed difference between 
means of two compared groups were significant the "t# test
reproduction of these work sheets will be found 
in &ppen$i& f * page 145*
^llee Chapter ill,, pages 35 to 37*

4*̂ 0 «»
12of significance was used.
fhe findings of this statistical treatment of the 
data 'Will be found in Chapter IV *
^%llen X»# Edwards*. Statistical Analysis for Student a 
in Psychology and •MucationT^^ t Rinehart and Com­
pany* SncT * I9P>T ..
The information and the raw scores from which the 
following analyses were made will' be found in Appendix F, 
pages 345 t h r o u # *  35®# This information Is included f o r  
the use of such as .might be interested in possible combina­
tions which bays not been compiled in this, study'# '
'The procedure* for presenting the findings of each 
1Classification*''" will consist of a brief summary preceding 
two groups 'of tables for each, classification#' The first 
group of tables are the tabulations of the mean* the 
standard deviation from the mean, the standard error- of the 
mean the number of cases, and the range for each'
tendency; l*e# dominance# no'ssestive# and Ignoring«% by sub­
division^ classification*.
these tables also- contain the above information for 
the unknown or miscellaneous tendency.# However-, this data 
will be analyzed in -Chapter ?#
The second group of tables,., for each of the classi­
fied groups* are tables depicting the significance of the-'
3$ee Chapter III, pages 3 k to 35 for classifications,
■definitions of these tendencies will be found in 
■Chapter I, pages 3 and 4.
^See Chapter III, pages 35 'through 37 for sub-divisions#
observed difference between means of two compared groups 
Within each of the classified areas.
the uttf-test of significance was used to determine if 
an observed difference between two compared means was sig­
nificant*
A difference significant at the five per cent level 
of confidence indicates that ninety-five times out of one 
hundred the difference is due to something other than chance 
alone• A difference significant at the one per cent level 
of confidence indicates that ninety-nine times out of one 
hundred the difference is due to something other than chance 
alone.
classified for ®mt • this group' was subdivided 
into '.iaa.lt. parent, - male 'mon*p&renb,. female par©nb, and■ female 
.a0n*parenb, •■ •.
fable II,. pages 41;through 4# 'is the table ii sting- 
'tbs .mean, the .standard deviation from Ike mean, the 'Standard 
error of the mean f,$.*E*3f*}, -the number of oases, and the' 
range .for each tendency in. the .group ■ classified by sex.
.from fable II it ©ay be- noted that there appears to he- a 
Slight difference between the means on all tendencies* low** 
ever,; when these differences are tested by 'the H w test of 
tiptifl canoe, it may be seen from fabled'I through -III, 
fages ,4? to' 49* that these are not'significant differences,x—
'fjn the basis of'the **%* tests it may be assumed., at 
the"five per cent level of confidence, that a difference 
letw.eeir any two. observed means is' due to chance alone and 
Hot to .any real difference, in .the attitudes of the; various 
sub-division#.
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TABLE IX
THE MEAN| THE STANDARD DEVIATION FROM THE MEAN, THE STANDARD 
ERROR OF THE MEAN. THE NUMBER OF CASES, AND THE RANGE FOR 
EACH TENDENCY IN THE GROW CLASSIFIED BY SEX
Fart A 
Male Parents
Dominant Possessive Ignoring Unknown
Mean 164*36 64.16 55*22 41*55
Standard
deviation 16.56 10*22 6.45 6.19
S. E. M. 2* 32 1*27 0.61 1*02
Number of 
eases 64 64 64 64
Range 124-216 65-117 45-75 34-51
Part B 
Male Non-parents
Dominant Possessive Ignoring Unknown
Mean 169*56 64*39 56*67 41*76
Standard
deviation 16*60 10.74 4.54 6.17
S. E. M. 4*43 2*53 1.07 1.45
Number of 
oases 16 16 16 16
Range 142-216 72-110 50-67 31-51
f i. )i n> a i j ft-if '\\
fart D
|»i Wn‘»
Doiai naiit possessive. Ignoring Pixk&ovm
.»!^.jl.!..r ■■■IW|ai».W,lWJ|»l1r .'M»<«M>P■!■'» .»0.^ .il.. l«;« i,l|h>m,ili..MW.-l. »^ ..-̂ »Hi, . | ,i . , =».  i l<HW . .I...', ...I, HI lll..,.-,rt.i»
k* 3 ■*. M* 4* 2.
2,30
0,31
4*37 
1.
Part E 
All. Parent©
• ■' d o m i n a n t  ■' P t # © e $ ® i r © I g n o r i n g H t t o o w n
M e a n  t 6 4  *  0 4 ■ 3 3 * 4 1 :  . 4 2  *  4 2
S t a n d a r d
d e v i a t i o n . . . . , ! 6 * 7 3 4 * 7 1
■ f *  E .  M . 1 * 3 6 0 . 6 6 v  0 * 4 3 0 * 3 7
l u r a b e r  o f
1 6 7 1 6 7 1 6 7 1 6 7
. B a n g © 1 2 4 - & 1 6 6 5 - 1 1 7 4 1 - 7 5 3 2 * 5 4
Part P 
All Non-parents
Dominant PoBsesstva 'Ignoring Unknown
m m 166.92 85,14 56.27 42.57
Standarddelation 19.65 10.13 3.71 5.3?
f* E* 1. 3.23 1.67 0.61 0,8?
inia6©r of 
■i&aes 3? . 37 37 37
tenge 136*216 67-110 50*67 31-51
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN REGARD TO DOMINANCE FOR
MALE AND FEMALE,
PARENT AND NON-PARENT GROUPS
Groups 
. compared adore
Signif. 
at
1$ %
Degress
of
freedom
Highergroup
All parents
and
All ,non-parents *338 ■m- **. . . 202
Male parents 
and
Male non-parents 1,036 m+ 80
female parents 
and
.Female non-parents ,413 m 120
Male non-parents 
and
Female non-parents .808 wr 35
Male parents 
and
female parents ,737 <#■ 165
TABLE XJ.
compared
tig&tf*at'
score
Ilg&er 
•frpdp-'
Jill no&^piurents *
tele parents 
•and
tele non^parents. .
female parent's 
' and
female nen*parente ■ *
tele non-parents
and■female non^parents .
female parents
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN REGARB TO IGNORING FOR
MALE AMD FEMALE,
PARENT AND NON-PARENT GROUPS
Groups
compared score
Signif.
5$
of
freedom
Higher
group
All parents 
and
All non-parents 1,149 202
Male parents 
and
Male non-parents 1,079 im  m * 80
Female parents 
and
female non-parents * 488 w* m 120
Male non-parents 
and
female non-parents .628 35
Male parents 
and
Female parents *337 165
.Parental elasalfieat|.ea.s this group was sub~divided 
into parents of one child, parents of two children,, parents 
of three children, and parents of four or more children*
,fable XIII, pages %% and 0* is the table listing the 
mean, the standard deviation from- the mean, the standard 
error of the mean (S.E.M-,}, the number of eases,, and the 
range for each tendency in the parental classification*
. fables XI? through X?I, pages 54* 55. ■and 56, display 
a significant difference, at the five per cent level of 
confidence, between parents of two children and parents of 
four or more children with regard to dominance*
there are significant difference's on the pos.sess.ive 
tendency between parents of two children and parents of 
four or more children at the one per cent, level' of confix 
deuce; between parents of one chiM and parents, of two. 
Children! and between parents- of three, children and parents 
of four or more children at the five; per cent level*
fhere are significant differences on the ignoring 
tendency between parents of one child and parents of four 
or more children at the one p#s\ cent level of confidence; 
between parents of two children and parents of four or more
children; and between parents of three children and parentsv
of four or more children there are signifieant -differences
\
at the five per cent level.
These significant differences, indicate that parents
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of four or more children tend to be more dominant than par­
ents of two children, more possessive than parents of two or 
three children, and more imprint? than parents of one, two, 
or three children* The parents of one child tend to be more 
possessive than parents of two, but this trend does not 
carry through when compared to parents of three or four 
children*
These differences are, undoubtedly not, due to the 
presence of children* There are too many other factors to 
be considered*
t A
parents of One Child
>
i
Dominant Possessive Ignoring Unknown
Standard
deviation
$>■ B* ||.
ifumber of 
cases
64.77
llsM
1.
4.
0*
4.11
0.66
Fart 1 
Parents of' two Children
Dominant Possessive Ignoring Inknown
Hean
Standard 
deviation
i. i. »,
Humber of 
cases
55.13 41.79
4.53 3.90
0.59 9.51
56 .5#
Part C
of tJ$r§# Ihiiirtit
BoisiafEt Posooooi?# Xg&orfns f&taowa
ioviatioa
TABLE XI?
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN REGARD TO DOMINANCE FOR
PARENTAL CLASSIFICATION
Groups
compared
*tw
score
Signif* 
at 
1% %
Degrees
of
freedom
Higher
group
Parent of 1 child
and
Parent of 2 child* 1*302 ** 95
Parent of 1 child
and
Parent of 3 child* .425 4 4 • 75
Parent of I child
and
Parent of 4 or more 1*612 4 4 m 69
Parent of 2 child.
and
Parent of 3 child* *62? 4 4 4m 94
Parent of 2 child*
and
Parent of 4 or more 2*42? 4 4 # SB Parent of 4
Parent of 3 child*and
Parent of 4 or more 1.795 m m * 6S
# Indicates significance at the five per cent level 
of confidence.
fAM.I XV
Oromps
compared score
Si®al
i#:
lif .'
0
0
'Degrees
.■4* , :freedom highergrdnp'
parent of • 1 ■ child ■ 
and
Parent of 2 Child* 2.006 # 95 parent of 1
and
Parent of 3 child. .920 *► 75
Parent of 1 Childs 
and
Parent of 4 or more 1.733 ■.tiki 69
Parent' of 2 child.
and
.Parent' of 3 child*
5
.$41 m» <*> 94
Parent' of 2 child* 
and
Parent of 4 or ■ more 3.439 f: #► 88 parent of 4
Parent of 3 child*, 
and
Parent of 4 or more 2 • 446 # « Parent of 4
■ # Indicates a! 
■ of confident
# Indicates $i 
of confident
ignifica
JO.
,ghifi'Ca 
*■0 *  .
nee at 
nee at
s the 
; the
one per 
five pe|
cent level 
*̂ cent level
TABLE t U
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compare* .score
s i & i t *at ■ '
W  ' 5$
. .Degrees . . . 
of fligl 
freedom gro\
ler
i r
.Parent of i c 
■' and
bifd
Parent of 2 c .bild* .792 '-m 95
parent o f 1 e 
and
Parent o f 3 i]
bild
bild* • 3 24 n
Parent of 1 d 
and
Parent of 4 o
bild 
r mom ■2,707 % • 69 parent of 4
Parent of 2 o. 
and
Parent o f  3 o'
hild.
bild* .310 #*: «*. 94
Parent of 2 d 
and
Parent of 4 q-
bild* 
r more t.aif Jl** # t# Parent of 4
Parent of 3 ci 
' and 
Parent of 4' o:
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r more 2* 446 1 6S Parent of 4
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' Educational ®las sij&e&tlon i This classification was 
Sub-divided into those people whose formal education did not 
extend beyond the eighth grade; those whose formal' education 
included some high school; and those whose formal education' 
included one year or more of college*
the mean*, the standard deviation from, the mean* the 
Standard error of the mean, ($*•£.$.-)-, the number of cases.,, 
and the range for- each tendency in the groups classified' by 
educational attainment will be found in fable 1'SfII, pages 
If'and §9,
fables Iflil through XI, pages 61 to 63, point out 
the si.gni.fi cant differences between the means, of each sub­
division, for dominant , MMMMMMk&t and ignoring*
Th© means for each tendency on each of the sub^divi­
sions are seen to decrease m  the amount of formal education 
Increases,*
People who'have completed only grade school and those 
who have only completed high school tend to be more dominant 
than those who have had some college*- The differences be­
tween the means, for these groups, are .significant at the. 
one per cent level of confidence* It is interesting to note 
that the difference. between these groups is also, significant 
at the one per cent level for the possessive tendency*
The differences between these sub-divisions also 
exist for the ignoring tendency,-, but at the five per- cent 
level of-..confidence.
•«!*$ $<a>" *■ !■ •?. •
. Seemingly it is- safe to conclude that those 
individuals who.' have had some college are less .dominating 
less posses and less Ignoring than those Individuals 
whose formal education was limited to the grad# school, level 
or to the high-school level. '•
■ that there is something in the' attained .level of 
formal edue&bion which is."related. to 'people* s' attitudes. 
toward children , cannot be doubted-.' ter haps this ff something^ 
is the associations found in college with a. greater number'
#f personaiities'*. or'the exposure of the individual be a., 
greater variety of subject matter, or this- tfsom#thingt? may. 
be in# tb another cause or effect.*-or to .the interaction 
.between these factors. _ Exactlywhat this ^something® is, 
or how it- act#- would probably -be impossible' to determine 
at the- present time.
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iredt'.- School
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trade School 
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'trade School 
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High School 
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Classification: This classification was
sub-divided into those individuals under bhirty*four years 
of ages these' thirty *five to forty-feur years of age; those 
.ferby~f|ve to sixby*four years of age5 and, these people who 
Were sixty-five years of age. or older.
the mean, the standard deviation from the mean, the 
standard error of the mean IS.IUM.), the number of cases, 
and-the range for each- tendency' In -the age group claesifica* 
tion will be found, in fable ill, pages id and 67.
•■fables IIll through XXIV, pages b$ through 70, point 
out the significant differences between the means, of each, 
sub*division, for dominant, possessive, and ignoring.
Prom fable XXI it may be noted that:, except for the 
age group under chifby*four years -of age, the means tend to 
increase, for each tendency, with the increase'in age*
Persons •.stety*five years of age or older are more 
dominant than any of the other age groups. It may be noted 
that the differences observed between the #i&ty*$ly# or 
older group and any of the other groups is significant at 
the one per cent level of confidence.# Persons is the forty* 
five to sixty*four year age group are more .dominant than 
those in the th!.rty*flye to forty-four year age group. The 
difference between these latter two groups is significant 
at the five per cent level of confidence.
For the nos.seg.slve tendency it may be noted that the 
older people become, the more possessive they appear to be.
Beginning with'the- comparison between those people.under ■■ 
bhirby**four years "Of age and those forty-five to sixty-four 
year# of "age* the : older- group'10 more possessive than the 
younger'group in- ail. comparisons made* the difference' fee- ■ 
tween'-each of- the compared-groups, is significant at-the one 
per- cent :l©vel; of confidence♦
When the age group' smfê divlslons. were compared for the 
Ijgrnoring tendency it was found' that ■ the-sixty-five or older- 
age group tended to he more ignoring than any of the other 
age groups-#' :the observed difference feetween means on the 
group thirty-four years or youngerand the group sixty-five 
or' older * and he tween the. thirby-*flve to forty-four and the 
group -sixtŷ five or older are slgnlficant at the one per.
•cent level of confidence <* ■ The observed difference- between- 
■the forty-five to- sixty-fomr /age’ group and the -sixty-five 
of older age group is significant at the .five per cent level, 
■of confidence*
That children could be molded into any -pattern-desired 
by the parent was -believed by many people in the past* Today 
people are'taught.to regard children as individuals and to 
allow youngsters to develop according to their- natural;' 
aptitudes and abilities. This may be on® .reason why the 
older age groups tend to be---.stronger on all-tendencies-.*
THE MAI, THE 
BEIGE1 OF'THE , EAGH
STAS® AES I MAH, THE 
TEHMGT 3
5EVIAT10M FROM THE MAS-,: 1 
NUMBER Of GASES, AMD THE 
;H Tl'i. AGE CLASSIFICATION
■HE Sf AM BARD RANGE FOR
Ag<
.part A ^
) Group Under 34
Dominant Possessive■ Ignoring Unknown
.M&au 163.54 ' 81.66 54.89 41.93
Itaiidari. 15,46 7.24 4.17 4.36
$* 1* w* i, 6i 0,75 0 *43 0.45
lumbar of 
casa$ ■ 91 91 91 91
Rang© ■138*203 67-101 46-67 32-5©
■.■■L 1 ■ ■’...... J" ■ ■ "■■', ■ ■.1 ■ ■•■■■ ■•' > , ■'■■■“.........
,Part 8 
Age Group 35 to 44-
Dominant possessive Ignoring Unknown
Mean 161,27 81,3-8 54.58 41.53
Standard d 
deviation 12.62 8.36 4* 66 4.02
S, 1. M, 1.88 1.25 0,69 0,60
Number of 
oases' 45 45 45 45
Faf t G 
Age Group 45 to
Dominant Fosse.asive Ignoring inknewn
Standard
deviation 13.3# ft: 20 5^3f 4*
S. 1* 2$. l.S? 1.15 0*71 0.
.Humber of
eaees * ' 51 51 51
Fart B 
Age Group 65 and Over
Boiaiijant Possessive Ignariag Unknown
Mean 186;24 96.29 60.29 46.12
Standard
deviation 23,46 11.78 7.34 4,27
®* M* 5.69 2;66 1,76 1.Q4
Huiaber of 
cases 47 17 17 17
Eange 124-216 75-117 51-75 36-51
©Cor© 5% f'ree&oia gpwp
laier 34 years
tinder 34 years 
and
45 to 64 years
fader 34 fe&raand 
65 or ayor
35 to'.44 year© 
and
45 to 64 years
35 to 44 years 
and 
65 or oyer
2.
4 *
or over
to 64 'yr©
or over
or over 3* or over
one per- cent level
Indicate©' significance 
of confidence*
at the five .per cent level
Groups
score Creedeia
and 
t q 44
Under‘3 4 'year#
Under 34 years 
and.
65 or over
35 to 44 years 
and
45■to 64 years
or over
to 64 years 
■and' 
or over ■
3*
5*
5*
65 - or over
to 64 yrs
or over
or over
Indicates 'Significance at the one per cent 'level
,&$i GUSSIFICATIOI
groups
compared score
Slgnlf* Degrees
. Of
1% 5% freedom
Higher
groiip-
inder'34 'years
'■'■sad 
31 %o 44 ■years
fader 34 years
45 to
fader 34 years 
' sad 6$ or over
31 to 44'years 
and
45 to &4 years
35 to 44 years 
and ■
65 or over
years 
and 
or over
X.
3.
1.
a.
or over
# #
or over
or over
Indicates' significance at the one per cent level 
of confidence.*'
Indicates significance at the five per cent level 
of confidence*
~71~
Religious classification: This group was divided
Into Protestants and Catholics. These sub-divisions were 
further divided into male and female Protestants, and male 
and female Catholics. Ho one reported as belonging to the 
Jewish faith.
The mean, the standard deviation from the mean, the 
standard error of the mean (S.B.M.), the number of cases, 
and the range for each tendency in the religious classifica­
tion will be found in Table XXV, pages 72 through 74*
Tables XXVI through XXVIII, pages 75 through 77, 
point out the significant differences between the means, of 
each sub-division, for dominant. possessive, and ignoring.
From Table XXV, pages 72 through 74, there would 
appear to be considerable differences between the means of 
these various groups. However, it may be seen from Tables 
XXVI through XXVIII, pages 75 through 77, that none of these 
observed differences between means is significant at the one 
or five per cent level of confidence.
•he m m f tm  mmmm tmustxm fssm t m  m m f t w  mmmm  
Emm m rai mem* t m  iwiiB m  casss* - a s m  Tm iuoksb foe 
Emm mmmm m Tm m m m m  mASBwnmiQM
fart 1 
Protfcsiaat' Male
Dominant Possessive Ignoring tftiknown
Mean 163,81. SV.ll. 55*63 1.1.65
Standard
deviation 17.27 10.02 5.9 V V.60
5. B • M. 2.18 1.26 0.75 0,58
Humber of 
eases #3 63 .63 63
Sange 12*+-216 65-117 1.5*72 31-1.9
fart B 
Oatholle Male
ioaiSii&mt Fosaesslte ilg&otflng ■ Wtikxwm
Stan$ar<t
detl ati©&
8*.. S*. M%.
toafcer of 
cases
)#UQ7
11,52
2,6^
*>*
6.86
1*5?
•»
li
19
Range 72*112
Part c ■ 
fretestani Female
dominant Possessive Ignoring
r . *
Unknown
Mean
Standard •
deviation
i6?f%7
16*02
&++P* 55.79
H-.32
W2.92
it-.Oif
$. 1. «* 1.62 0.91 O.Mt- O.iH
limber of 
Oases 98 98 98 98
Bang© 138*206 67-110 Jtl-67 3 2 ^
Part D 
Catholic Female
tomiriant Possessive ‘ Ignoring tMknom
$©an 168.63 81.8$
1
5^.79 ^3.38
Standard
deviation l*f#66 7.71 ^.93 *+Ao
S. B. 1,. 2.99 1.57 1.01 0.86
Hnmber of 
eases 2b f¥ 2^
lange 138»19^ 67-95 *+6*66 36-50
fati I 
M X  f totesta&ts
pominaiit Possessive Ignoring
Mem 1 6 M 3 55.73 2̂.̂ *2
Standard
deviation 16.57 9.36 S *
8. E. H« 1.31 0*7^ Of 39 0*3**
Mmniber 'Of 
eases 161 161 161 161
lange 12^216 65*117 %l~7t 31*5*
Ml
Patt f 
i Oatbolics
-
iominant Possessive Ignoring ' latoow
Meaia
Stajadatd . 
deviation
169*70
16*19
83*00
9.69
5W98
5.82
^2.51 
*+. 56
S* 8» M* 2*k6 2*%8 0.89 0.69
HmbeV of 
oases **3 3̂ *6 ‘e
•7 5 -
0©mpat*e<I SC0F0 % freedom
Ull @at&olie0 
- a&d- 
411 ft?oie.staai&
•g&tholle 'Hale
 a i $ & '  '
Protesta&t Male
1..737
J&l 'froteatant
fattiolie Maleand " ' v
Fretestant Male
f&ttolie Female 
and
.Fro teat ant Female , 1*581 m -w, 120
group
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TABLE XXVIII
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN REGARD TO IGNORING FOR 
HELIGIOTB CLASSIFICATIONS
Groups
compared score
Signif* 
at 
i% %
Degrees
of
freedom
Highergroup
All Catholics and
All Protestants ,♦772 m  mm 202
Catholic Male 
and
Protestant Male •  2kk mm «* 80
Catholic Female 
and
Protestant Female ♦ 901 mm mm 120
tco^anhio&l area. .classifications* this classifica­
tion was sub-divided into five areas which are described
/
/
in Ohaptey Ilf pages 36 and $?b \
the mean* the standard deviation from the mean-* the
i  ./
standard error of the mean {&*$*&%.)> the- number of oases* 1 
•and the range for each tendency tn the geographical, area 
■classification will be found in fable XUX* 'pages 79 through 
Si*. _ . ,
fables IK. through XXIII* -'pages 82 through 8%* point 
out the signif leant .differences between-the means * of each 
subdivision* for dominant# possessive* and ignoring.*
there appears to- be a considerable difference between 
the mean for ■ dominance In Area I and the means for dominance 
In the other - areas* -the- only difference that is significant 
at-the five per -cent level of- confidence* is 'that between 
Area I and Area III#'
the possessive tendency indicates m  significant 
■differences between means when areas t&re compared with me 
another* this is also true for- 'the»Ignoring, tendency*
fASSI XXIX
fHE HEfttf, IBB BfASliUSS BBflAfiai MOM tm MH&lVfS® stambmm
eksor op ms m m * i n  iohbir op omm, aid shi range for
EAOB flNMSX IS SHE §100RAPMmL CLASSIFICATION
Part A 
Geographical Area I
iomin&nt $0$$e$$£ve Ignoring Wtoown
Mean
Standard
m $ f9$ b m ? 56,00 ■ '1+3,21
dentation 13*9* JLlUjpL 5,78 i+iS1*
s+ b* if*
Itatber of
1.95 1,63 O.83 M 3
eases %S 1+8 >8 1+8
tenge 139*21# 67-117 1+1-75 31,-51
fart i 
Geographical area II
Dominant Possessive Ignoring W c n o m
Mean 165.78 83.58 55.92 ^£*83
Standard
dev'lation 19.57 7,M+ 5.05 ^♦35
i# E. M# 3,26 1.21+ 0.81+ 0,73
Itaiateer of 
eases 36 36 36 3#
tenge 1VO-209 70-99 W8**6B 3*+-51
teem I I I
Dominant Possessive Ignoring Unknown
Mean 163.25 8^.00 55.53 fel.fS
Standard ’ deviation 16*3^ 9.36 5.*H2 k»71
a* e * !•'■' 8*29 1 *31 0.76 0.66
Itafeet* of 
#cises> . ..51 51 .51 51
Range 12^—206 67-109 V5-72 31-51*
' Itet D ' 
ie©.gim$&i&al teem If
Dominant Possessive Ignoring IMmown
Mean' 161+.20 82.69 55.31* W.V51
Standard
deviation 13 #82 8.90  ̂ Jj..;%3 3.60
8. B. M. 2.23 1.5© ■ 0.75 0*61
Hn&ber of 
eases 35 35 35 35
Range 138-185 69-101 ^6-70
deviation
■ '©Bps 
©ompared
"t" ;at . ' of . Higher
©©of© 1% 0  freedom group
Area I
Area X 
and
Area
■Ifea X
Area I 
■ and 
Area ¥
Area XXX 
Area, IX 
Area .1?
Area If
Area ¥
Area V
1*097 *
# 97
1*180 *
**■ #>.-
*
Area.X
# Indicate© algmXfloance at the 
of #©n£lden©e-t
per cent % m :&%
.1 ;
i*! < i#  ■*>».
£&&& H I
k$m I
Area I 
and 
Area ¥
3k
1*;
1*
jyiN&a H
Area: III 
and 
Area ¥'
Area
:#>. i«P'
MBS® XXXtl
J
SIGNIFICANT BIS'fEBBfSlS IK REGARD TO IGNORING 9 m..... mmmm
froups. 
eosparM
»^w 
score •
M.goIfV
at
■ If $f
Degrees  ̂ HighejE, 
freedom ; group
1 . .Tl'r"' " M'* ’w'l!'1 ■"" ‘ " " ■ ’. . 1 ■' " 3."
Area I
■add 
irea II *068 ■•*■ ** 8a
Area I 
.and . 
Area III. ..#16 . «#■ 97
Area I 
and
m m  m *999 . *»■ -*r a
■ m m  I 
arid 
Area ? .9*+0 <#»■ 80
mm II 
and 
Atea III • 3M+ .M* m 8?
Area II. 
and 
Area If 69
Area II 
and 
Area f .870 ■«*■ 68
mm III 
and
Area If • a n *<* 8k
■Area III 
and 
.Area f .570 ' «* " 83
Area 'If 
and" 
mm f #06 67
Income elassific&felgaa s. This classification was sub<* 
divifed into, those annual income# less than 13*099* those 
between $3*100 and #*,099* those, he tween §**.*100 and §5*099* 
those between 15*100 and §6 *099*; end those with/' annual in** 
hemes over §6*100*
the m m * 'the standard deviation from 'the mean* the 
standard error of the mean (§*SsM*>* the number of oases* . * 
and the range for each tendency In''the income olassifieation 
will be found In fable M i ll* rages 8? throngli 89, From
i
this table it mar be noted that the means, for' dominance and. 
■rnmmmim in the less than §3 *099 group and the 13*100 to 
#H099 group are greater than the means for my  of the other 
sub-divisions.*
The Income group classified under §3*099 has'the
ihighest mem for ignering and the income group between 
§5*100 and §6*099 has the lowest mean fir this tendency*i
fable# XXXIV through XXXVI* pages 90 through 92* point
Iout the significant difference# between jthe means* of each 
sub-division*, for dominant* possessive* jand •itnerlnsu
" " ' ” " " ....... . " " ........   t "
From fable# XXXIV through XXXVI it jmay be noted 'that 
for the • dominant tendency there are significant differences 
between -the observed means of the under 13*099 group and the 
§***100 to §5*099 group and between those under §3*099 and the 
15*100 to §6*099 group at the one per cent level of confix 
dence. There is a. significant difference for .dominant. 
between the means of the under §3*099 group .and the over 
$6*100 group at the five per cent' level of confidences
Comparisons for dominant#* where significant differences 
between means exist* repeal that the under S3*099 group" is ' 
the more dominant,*
fbeye are significant differences between means * on 
the possessive tendency* when the under 13*099 group is 
compared with the #**100- to- $5*099 group and compared with, 
the $5*100 to |6,099 group,, these differences are signifi~- 
cant at the one per cent, level of ■confidence**. ■ &l though* 
there, is a difference between the under. 13*099 group and 
the over 16*100 group this difference is not significant 
at either level-of confidence*
the only significant difference noted for the 
ignoring tendency was between the under #3*099 group and 
the 15*100 to $6*099 group* ■• this difference is significant' 
at the one per cent level of confidence*
those persons with annual Incomes less than $fr*099. 
tend to be more d.pminanls*. more possessive» -and slightly 
more Ignoring, than persons ■ who have annual incomes of' more ■ 
than #̂ *100*.
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TABLE x x m i
THE MEAN, THE STANDARD DEVIATION FROM THE MEAN, THE STANDARD 
ERROR OF THE MEAN, THE NUMBER OF CASES, AND TIN RANGE FOR 
EACH TENDENCY IN THE INCOME CLASSIFICATION
Part A 
Ufcder £3,099 Income
Dominant Possessive Ignoring Unknown
Mean 173 M  • 87.91 57.09 *+2*26
Standard
deviation 15-31 10.70 ^.90 *+*05
S * E • M • 2.63 1.8>+ 0.8V 0,70
Number of 
cases 3** 3^ 3** 3*+
Range 138-209 67-117 1+6-70 3*1-51
Part B 
§3,100 to #+,099 Income
Dominant Possessive Ignoring unknown
Mean 168 e 21 8*+*79 55.87 1+2.81
Standard
deviation 17.32 10*52 5.92 1+.50
S. Be Me 2.*+5 1A5 0.81 0.62
Number of 
cases 53 53 53 53
Range 12*+-216 65-112 1+8-75 3*+-51
dominant Possessive Ignoring Iktoow
S-ttotari
139*197
eases
Par t £ 
ilOO to §6*099 Income
iom'inant Possessive Ignoring W l m w m
deviation llf.20 7*55 . H*89 h»:
S* 1* M,t 2*6̂ f 1*22 0.91 0.
Mean 16 V.39 85.16 55-37 V2.82
deviation 15»*+9 9*6V 5.27 3.69
i* E. %  2.51 1.56 0*85 0.60
feraber of
eases 39 39 39 .39
freedom
■P#lii6WW«6iWie*k
0 .tniieates 
oi confi&s
# Indicates. 
.. ..  of ...eonfl4.<
sigiilf loanee a 
m m *
•signlfleanee a 
snce.*...
% the one pet' c ent level 
t the five -pet cent level
TABLE XXXV 
BlFFERESfOES 15 BESAHS TO F0»
©roups
compared
"t*
score-
fignif* iegtees 
at of 
1% %  freedom
Higher
gronp
©bder §3,099 
and
§3,100 to §>+,099 1*332 m  m  85
Under §3,099
« k * W > V  #5,099 a ,923 # * 81 ^det $3*099
under §3t®??
' and
#5*100 t# #6,099 2.813 #  *■ 61 'Hidet $3 #099
Over 116,100 
13,100 to #>,,099
$ M O 0  to $5,099
13,100 to f̂ .,099
15,100 to $6,' 
#3*100 to $‘+,099
Over $6,100 
§>+,100 t© #5,099
15,100 to 16,099 
§>+,100 t© #5,099
#5,100 to $6,099 
and 
Over §6,100
1*
1»
1.
3U
1.
@ Indicates significance at' the one pet cent level 
of confidence© ■
seore
l&gree* 
: of
5$ freedom grcmp
Hidar 43,099 
and#3400 t© m
#^|IQ0 to 45, 
t&der #3*099"
#5*3*00 t© #6* 
Ihder $3*099
Over $6,100 
#3,100 tov ,
#*,100 to 15, 
$3,100 to # H
®,iO0 to §6,
3̂,100 to #*,
#*,100 to $5,099
15,100 to $6, 
*̂,100 to #5,
Over $6,100
$5,100 to #6, 
.'■ and 
Over $6,100
>
1;*.
I'* 1
2, Si
1 •l+39 *
1*
1.
1.
■#T * * *
•m  -m
#3’
iLii.iii[iii'iliiiiiWMiii»Ji<>W*»'« i» > * ii*» » *t,»>»»i»>»i.«wi''if»»l «i.!it«il'l i>ii<i i>'iw'l I'l i.mimi liil 'iiM i^ p MWiiiij iiî i Mrttji^ ^ ^ w Ww t iw'iii'ip i'Miiiiiiii^ iî i i i iw iW'Ŵ jii.iiiiiiWt U** ! iiiiy ltii'iyiittt i iMii' iniiiiiifii' .inni ili
# .indicatea significance at the one per cent level 
of confidenee♦»•
^eeunatlohal classiflcationt the occupational classifi­
cation was subdivided into professionals, proprietors and 
managers,' business men, clerks and kindred, protective and 
service, manual workers, and farmers*
the.mean, the standard deviation from the mean, the 
Standard error of the. mean. the number of cases,,
.and the range for each tendency' in the occupational classifi­
cation will he found in fable r a i n ,  pages 95 through %• 
fahles K E V U I  through K1, pages 99 through 104, -point 
out. the significant •differences, between the.means, of each 
subdivision, for dominant.* possessive* and ignoring.*
Significant differences for the dominant tendency are 
found between manual workers- and business men at. the. one per­
cent level of confidence* ' Significant differences are found 
between manual workers and proprietors and managers 5 between 
business men and protective and service workers} and, between 
farmers and business m m  for the dominant tendency at the 
five per cent level of confidence. *
Significant differences for the possessive: tendency are 
found between manual workers and business men at the one per 
cent level of confidence}, and between manual workers' and 
proprietors and managers, between- protective and service 
workers and business men, and between manual workers and 
clerks and kindred workers at-the five per cat level of con­
fidence .
The only significant difference found for the ignoring 
tendency was found between manual workers and clerks and
kindred workers at the five per ceat .level of confidence.*
Manual workers and. farmers tend to be the sore dominant 
of the occupational subdivisions considered*
protective, and. service workers and manual, workers tend 
to be more possessive than the other subdivisions,*
the reason whv -manual workers tend to be high on '■ 
■dominant* possessive.* -and ignoring has not been, determined,*
It is possible that'there is some interpreting' inf Imenee ■ be* 
tween the factors of'age*, level of-educational attainment.̂i - .
and the occupational class of '..manual labor which makes these 
Individuals ■more 'dominant.* more possessive.* .and,■more.̂ ignoring
TABIiE XXXVII
THE MEAN, THE STANDARD DEVIATION FROM THE MEAN, THE STANDARD 
IBROB OP THE MEAN, THE NUMBER OF CASES, AND THE RANGE FOB 
EACH TENDENCY IN THE OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION
Part A 
Professionals
Dominant Possessive Ignoring Unknown
Mean 160.13 83,88 55.58 bl«63
Standard
Deviation 16.52 8.81* I*. 00 b.87
S. E, M. 3*3? 1.80 0.82 0.99
Number of 
Gases 2b 2b zb 2b
Range 12b-192 6?-110 50-66 31-50
Part B 
Proprietors and Managers
Dominant possessive Ignoring Unknown
Mean 159.77 81.69 55.09 b2.6b
Standard
deviation 22.bb 8.62 b.ll b.3?
S. E, M. I*. 78 1.8b 0,88 0.93
Number of 
cases 22 22 22 22
Range Ib2-l91 69-105 1*7-65 3b—50
Part C 
Business Hen
Dominant possessive Ignoring t&taown
Mean f
>
Standard 
deviation !
$• B. M.
Humber of
oases
Range
Part B 
and Kindred Workers
Dominant possessive Ignoring IMknown
Standard
deviation
S* B. M*
Humber Of 
oases
15.7© 8.98
2.1& . .1.23
*.51
0.62 0.56
Range
Fart I
Protective and Service Workers
dominant Possessive Ignoring Unknown
Mean u n M 8?#lV 51* U ^3 *00
Standard
deviation ■X2.2Z 9*26 5*87 3*59
s. i, & 2* Ôf l>?fr 0*9 8 0*60
Humfcer of 
eases 36 36 36 36
laage 1M* 19® 6 5 * W **1̂ 70 3^50
Part F 
Manual Workers
dominant possessive Ignoring W m o m
Mean 171,02 87*oq 57,oo **3*33
Standard
deviation 16,98 10.12 5.96
8+ f* M* 2, 29 1.36 0.80 0.61
lumber of 
eases 55 55 55 55
' n’ i
Bomiaant tMmowa
deviation
150-198 50-67
M B IB  X X X ? Ill
freedom group
Professional
Proprietor and Mgr*. *
Professional 
' and-.
Business' M m  *
Professional
Clerks and Kindred !•
Protest* and Servicedf
i 
,i
I
h
Manual Workers
Clerks and
Proprietor and Mgr*
■ • ■and...........
Protect* and Service 1*
Manual
Proprietor
and
Farmers
IT<
*!* «*■
58
# 77 Manual Workers
2*121 * .# 75 'Manual Workers
Vindicates significance at the five per cent" level 
of confidence*
**100~
TABLE XXXVIII (continued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN REGARD TO DOMINANCE FOB 
OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATIONS
Groups
compared score
Signif.
at
1* 5%
Degrees
of
freedom
Higher
group
Business Men 
and
Clerks and Kindred 1.918 #•*- mm 59
Business Men 
and
Protect* and Service 2.225 mm # V2 Protect. & Sen
Business Men and
Manual Workers 2.923 § 61 Manual Workers
Business Men 
and 
Farmers 2.186 m ' # 12 Farmers
Clerks and Kindred 
and
Protect* and Service .795 mm 87
Clerks and Kindred 
and
Manual Workers 1.912 mm m 106
Clerks and Kindred 
and 
Farmers 1.317 •* m 57
Protect* and Service 
and
Manual Workers 1.17V mm mm 89
Protect* and Service 
and
Farmers .995 mm VO
Manual Workers 
and 
Farmers 1.069 mm m 59
@ Indicates significance at the one per cmt level 
of confidence*
# Indicates significance at the five per coat level 
of confidence*
Groups ttt* at of Higher
c o m p a r e d  s c o r e  X% 5% f r e e d o m  g r o u p
Proprietors and • *
Clerks and Kindred
Manual Workers
Proprietors and Mgr,
Clerks and Kindred 
.and Iter*
Manual Workers
1*623 •
1.
1*
2*
1.
■*» *#■.
#  75 Manual Workers
Vindicates 'si^tfieanee'^ '''level
-102*
TABLE XXXIX (continued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN REGARD TO POSSESSIVE FOB 
OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATIONS
Groups
compared
«tw
score
Signif*
at
1% %
Degrees
of
freedom Highergroup
Business Men 
and
Clerks and Kindred 1.092 mm 59
Business Men 
and
Protect* and Service 2*027 ■mm # bZ Protect*& Serv
Business Men 
and
Manual Workers 3*038 @ 61 Manual Workers
Business Men and 
Farmers 1*9*1 mum mm 12
Clerks and Kindred 
and
Protect* and Service 1*M*8 m mm 87
Clerks and Kindred and
Manual Workers 2*5^1 m # 106 Manual Workers
Clerks and Kindred 
and 
Farmers •9**6 mm m 57
Protect* and Service 
and
Manual Workers *906 mm- mm 89
Protect* and Service 
and 
Farmers •216 mm ko
Manual Workers 
and 
Farmers .255 - m 59
@ Indicates significance at the one per cent level 
of confidence*
# Indicates significance at the five per cent level 
of confidence*
Proprietors and Mgr.
Manual Workers
proprietors and Mgr*
■andCierka and Kindred
Proprietors and Mgr. 
and
Protect* and Service
Manual Workers
.Proprietors and Mgr*
fiiiii xi* (continued)
simiftQMT mwfBmmm m  regard to
mm>m  iohal cuss iFicmwm'
£|r©UpS
compared
Signif? . Degrees (.
. "t* of iig&er
score 1% 5% freedom group
Business Men
Clerks and kindred 
Business Men
protect* and Service
and
Manual Workers 
Business Men
farmers
Clerks and Kindred
Protect* and Service 
Clerks and Kindred
Manual Workers 
Clerks and Kindred
farmers
Protect* and Service
Manual Workers
protect* and Service 
.and ’ 
farmers
Manual Workers
Farmers
1*312
M h  -
2*
1*
Manual Workers
# indicates significance at the five per emt level 
of confidence•
the items which. Were classified by Shobenl as 
miscellaneous or unknown* because they did'-mot measure the 
dominant* bo®.sessile» or- i.ghQrln& tendencies of adu.lts 
toward children, were items fifteen, tbirty*five, forty-* 
seven| fifty-three, fifty-nine, siyty^five, sixty*eight, 
seventy* three, seventy-seven, ■ and eighty*three,
Ihe unknown items are analyised to learn whether or 
not there Is a trend, for the people considered in this 
study, to respond to the unknown items in the same' manner'., 
or in a different manner than the response given for those 
items measuring dominance* Possessive* and ignoring tendon*
cies* J£ •
fables XMlthroizgh,IWl.lI, pages 10 through 11 * are 
the tables of significant differences in* regard, to the un*» 
known tendency for all classifications considered'in this 
study*
From these tables it may be noted that the college 
group wa.s lower than the grade school'and high'■school-group 
on the unknown tendency; that the over $5 age" group was 
higher than the other age groups|Ithat the under 13,099
i
lidward loseph Shoben, wThe assessment of Maternal 
attitudes in Relation to Child Mjusiments Construction 
and Preliminary. Standardisation, of the diversity of 
Southern California Pafent*&ttitude Survey,‘, (loetoral 
dissertation., the diversity of Southern. California, Los 
togeles, itoe, 19**8), pp.* 110*111*
table xli
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN  REGARD TO UNKNOWN FOR
MALE AND FEMALE,
PARENT AND NOR-PAR®T GROUPS
Groupscompared
Signif* 
*t« at
score 1% 5$
Degrees
of
freedom
Higher
group
111 parents and
Ull non-parents .15** — mm 202
Male parents 
and
Male non-parents .130 - 80
Female parents 
andFemale non-parents *36** - 120
Male non-parents 
andFemale non-parents ♦873 - 35
Male parents 
and
Female parents 1.2**5 * - 165
■ $ponp# at
©empare# eeore' '%%■ 5$ f̂reedom.
Parent of % ehlld
■an#
.parent ■ of 2 child> X*
Parent of I ©Ml#
' an#
■parent of 3 child*
parent'of X okil# 
an#
Parent of k or more
parent of 2 eblS.4*
Parent of 3 child*
parent- of 2 ©MX#* 
an#.
Parent of h or more 
Parent of 3 child*;
% or more *253 *
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Indicates significance at the one per cent level
of confidence* 
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TABLE XLV
SIGNIFICABT DIFFERENCE IN HEGARD TO UNKNOWN F®RELIGIOIE GROUPS
Groups 
<30 mpared
Signify 
wtw at 
score 1$ 5%
Degrees
of
freedom
Higher
group
All Catholics 
and
All Protestants • 117 *• * 202
Catholic Hale 
and
Protestant Male •196 -  - 80
Catholic Female 
and
Protestant Female •**78 ~ - 120
'droops. 
eompared store %$ $% freedom
lig&et
gtmp
Area 1 
and
Area II .0^0 r. * it
Urea I 
and
Area I I I  1#353 *  *  97
Area. Isirict
Area I? 1.950 «• * Si
Area I
andArea V #606 * * 80
Area. I I  
and
Area III #867 * * 8?
Area II 
and
Area IV 1.395 - * 89
Area I I  
andArea f .221 ■* * 68
Area III 
and
Area IV #52^ * ■<* 8k
Area III. 
and
Area V • 58k <# 83
Area IV 
and
Area V 1.066 «? - ■#» . 67
■■Ijii ■■I.m.f ..,.!nw ■ ■ . .     ■imi.li■■!«.A-"M»'i"ini«III.I »«i-rn.rt..i.iIn.inf. iM-i.ii.p'.»....«  ........
TABLE XOTX
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN REGARD TO UNKNOWN FOR
INCOME GROUPS
Groups
compared
Slgnif. 
"t" at
score 1% 5%
Degrees
of
freedom
Higher
group
Older $3,099 
and
$3,100 to $>*,099 1.59* • 85
Older $3,099 
and
$>*,100 to $5,099 3.166 § 81 Uhder $3>099
Under $3,099
and
$5,100 to $6,099 2.059 - # 61 Uhder $3*099
Uhder $3*099 
and 
Over ,$6,100 1.572 - 71
$3,100 to $>+,099 
and
$>*,100 to $5,099 1.726 - 100
$3,100 to #*,099
EDd
$5,100 to $6,099 1.611 - 4m 80
$3,100 to $>*,099
and 
Over $6,100 .005 * 90
$>*,100 to $5,099
and
$5,100 to $6,099 .079 - -m 76
$>*,100 to $5,099 
and 
Over $6,100 7.969 § 86 Over $6*100
$5,100 to $6,099 
and 
Over $6,100 I.625 * mk 66
@ Indicates significance at the one pen cent level 
of confidence.
# Indicates significance at the five per cent level 
of confidence.
K W II1
grmp
Pr$pp%&tor& and
,pro%-eet;.
Workers
W & m ® m
TABUS XLVIII (continued)
significant differences i» regard to unknown for
OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS *
Groups
compared score
Sigmif* 
at ’
1% 536
Degrees
of
freedom
Higher
group
Business Mem 
and
Clerks ami Kindred .55# ** 59
Business Mem 
and
Protect# and Service 1,343 42
lustnm®. M m  
and
Manual Workers 1.4?i 61
Business Mem 
and 
Farmers : 1 •429 — 12
Clerks and Kindred 
and
Frofcect, and Service 1.770 67
Clerks and Kindred 
and
Manual Workers 2.150 ■** # 106
Clerks and Kindred 
and 
Farmers. 1,617 ■*» 57
Froteet* and Service
and
Manual Workers • 362 «* *
Frot e e t, * and Service 
and 
Farmers •653 '«P 40
Manual Workers 
and 
Farmers •436 59
# Indicates significance at the five per cent level 
of confidence#
income .group was higher than the other income groups; and 
that manual workers were higher than the other occupational 
groups considered on the unknown tendency#
Whatever it is that these unknown items measures is 
not determined> but in this study the classified groups 
which indicate, significant differences for the unknown 
tendency tend to be the same groups Indicating significant 
differences for the dominant. possessive* and -ignoring 
tendencies-#
Sm item analysis was done -for the unknown items, by 
sex and religious classification, because five of the ten 
unknown items deal with sex or religion#
fables I1I3C through Ifll'I, pages 116 through 120, 
point out the number of cases,. the classification; i.e., 
sex and religion, and the'percentage each answer is of the 
total number of cases responding to each unknown item.
Items dealing with sex tend to indicate that Protestants\
are more tolerant than Catholics, and men more tolerant 
than'-women in their attitudes regarding sex^*
fable UfXX, page 120, indicates, that both religious 
faiths considered and both' sexes considered believe that it 
is important for children'to have some kind of religious 
training-# It is interesting, to note that Protestants 
strongly agree at a less percentage than do Catholics, and 
men at a less percentage than women#
2See Tables II, III, LVI, and Will, pages 11?, 119, 
and 120*
TABLE XLIX
THE HUMBER OF BASES, TiE SEX ABB IELIGIQM,,
ABB PERCEBTAGE EACH RISPOBSE IS OP THE '•
HUMBER RESPOffilBO TO ITEM 15
Total© cl'S@S Sex■a&d.Eellgloa BA* Besponseha* .m%,„ 3D*
63 Male Protestant ' >6,51 23*51 23,61 15,6?
96 Female Protest a&t 40*52 20,46 23,46 16.32
19 Male Catholic 42*11.. 26.32 26,32 5*26
24 ■Female Catholic 25*00 25,00 29,17 ' 20,63
TABLE L
• T HI HUMS IB. OF CASES, THE SEX AND 1SUGIOR, 
ABB PERCI87AGE EACH RESPONSE IS OF THE 
NUMBEE RESPQM0IIG TO ITEM 35
Total
cases Sex and Religion • SA*
Response 
MA* MB*1
63 Male Protestant 41.28. 53.97 3*17 1.59
98 Female Protestant 59.18 29.59 7,14 4*08
19 Male Catholic 31,58.■ 47.37 5.26 15.79
24 Female Catholic 41,6? 45,83 4,17 8,33
* See Chap. I, page 3, for definition of response,
TABLE LI
THE KUMBEH OF CASES, THE SEX AND RELIGION,
AND PERCENTAGE EACH RESPONSE IS OF THE
NUMBER RESPONDING TO ITEM 47
fatal
cases Sex and Religion SA*
Response
MA* urn SB**
63 Male Protestant 7*94 12,7 0 39*68 39*68
98 Female Protestant 3*10 11,22 24*49 58*16
19 Male Catholic 15*79 5*26 26*32 52*63
24 Female Catholic 12*50 12* 50 33*33 41*6?
TABRE M I
the m m m  of oases, the sex and religion*
AND PERCENTAGE EACH RESPONSE IS OF THE 
NUMBER RESPONDING TO ITEM 53
total
cases Sex and Religion SA*
Response 
JJA* MB* SB*
63 Male Protestant 7*94 26*98 38.10 26.98
98 Female Protestant 8*16 21*42 35.62 34*69
19 Male Catholic 15*79 5*26 26*32 52*63
24 Female Catholic 20.83 25*00 54*17
* See Chap, I., page 3, for definition of responses.
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TABLE LIII
THE NUMBER OF CASES, THE SEX AND RELIGION»
AND PERCENTAGE EACH RESPONSE IS OF THE
NUMBER RESPONDING TO ITEM 59
Total
oases Sex and Religion SA*
Response 
MA* MB* SC*
63 Male Protestant 74.60 22.22 3.17
93 Female Protestant 74.46 25.51
19 Male Catholic 68,42 26.32 $.26
24 Female Catholic 66,67 33.33
TABLE LTV
THE NUMBER OF CASES, THE SEX AND RELIGION, 
ARC PERCENTAGE EACH RESPONSE IS OF THE 
HUMBER RE3FOMBMG TO ITEM 65
Total
cases Sex and Religion SA*
Response 
MA* MD* s m
63 Male Protestant 26.93 25.40 31.75 15.67
93 Female Protestant 27*55 27.55 35.62 9,16
19 Male Catholic 21.05 21.05 42.11 15.79
24 Female Catholic 6.33 33.33 50.00 6.33
* See Chap. I., page 3, for definition of responses.
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TABLE LV
THE NUMBER OF CASES, THE SEX AND RELIGION, 
AMD PERCENTAGE EACH RESPONSE IS OF THE 
NUMBER RESPONDING TO ITEM 63
Total
cases Sex and Religion 3 A*
Response 
MA* MD* SD*
63 Male Protestant 19.05 47.62 23.81 9.52
96 Female Protestant 31.63 38.78 22.45 7.14
19 Male Catholic 15.79 26.32 42.11 15.79
24 Female Catholic 33.33 a . 67 8.33 16.67
TABLE LVI
THE NUMBER OF CASES, THE SEX AND RELIGION, 
AND PERCENTAGE EACH RESPONSE IS OF THE 
NUMBER RESPONDING TO ITEM 73
Total
cases Sex and Religion SA*
Response 
MA* MD* SD*
63 Male Protestant 23.81 19.05 28.57 28.57
98 Female Protestant 21.43 16.33 33.67 28.57
19 Male Catholic 15.79 5.26 63.16 15.79
24 Female Catholic 37.50 12.50 37.50 12.50
* See Chap. I., page 3, lor definition of responses.
f mm lvii
tig NUMBER OF OASES, fHI SIX AND E&JttGH* 
AMD PE8CEMTA01 BACH RESPQ8SB IS Of TIE 
OTHER RESPONDING TO VSM 77
Total
cases Sex and Religion 8A*
Response
mm j©* SD*
63 Male Protestant 69f$k 22*22 3.17 4.76
9$ Female Protestant $7*75 10* 10 2*04
19
24
Male Catholic 
Female Catholic
$9*47 
95 *#3
10*53
4*1?
-•
f m m  m t  u
f m  HMIIE OF OASIS # THE SEX ATO WSULQt<mt 
A »  mCEHTAOB MCI ESSPOISS IS OF THE ' '
nmrnm respohbxho to i t w  S3
Total
cases Sex and Religion s m
ie spon se
m m  ' SB*
63 Male Protestant 17*46 20*63 31*75 30,3.6
9$ Female Protestant 12.' 24 20.41 29.59 37*73
19 Male Catholic 15*79 21*05 21.05
24 Female Catholic 12*50 20*83 33.33 33.33
* See Chap, I., page 3, for definition of responses.
k study of the tables of significant differences* 
regarding the unknown tendency* indicates that the classifi? 
cations considered in this study tended to respond to the 
unknown items in much the same manner as the classified
high school or grade school group; the over 65 years of age 
was higher than the other-age groups; the under |3,099 
income group was higher than the other income groups; and, 
manual workers were higher than other occupational classifi* 
'cations* fhis trend Is almost the same as was found for the 
dominant* possessive, and f£norin&•tendencies#
groups responded to 'the items measuring -the dominant* . 
possessive* and ignoring tendencies* -In other words* for 
the unknown, tendency the college group-was lower .than the 
Summary* the objectives of this study were to:
(1) discover the attitudes of adults#: toward children in y . 
Missoula# Montana; (2) discover the differences in 
tudes regarding children among: various, groups of adults 
in Missoula,. Montana; and, (3) present these adult -abbl** 
tudes as revealed through this inquiry*
Through a process of stratified random sampling of 
the registered voters of Missoula# Montana# two. hundred 
and seventy persons were selected for study* Data was 
gathered on two hundred and four persons by two interview* 
ers who distributed and collected an inyeatory^type tftest 
and questionnaire^•
The wtest,n when completed# gave a raw score for the 
dominant« possessive. Ignoring# and unknown tendency, and 
the questionnaire contained information of a personal 
nature for each individual interviewed*
The two hundred and four persons who returned the 
” test11 and questionnaire were classified as to sex, parent 
and mn*parent, number of children, religion, age educa­
tion, annual income, occupation, and geographical area*
V*
^ See Appendix A, page 129, for copy of the University 
of Southern California Parent*Attitude Survey*
2 See Appendix B, page 135, for copy of the question** 
naire.
Each of these classifications were sub-divided^ for ease 
and accuracy of analysis*;
A statistical analysis of the data was made by 
computing the mean,; the standard deviation from the mean*’ 
and the 'Standard 'error of the mean for each sub-division.
the test of significance was used to determine 
whether an 'Observed difference between means of two compar-' 
ed groups was significant* A difference significant at the 
one 'per cent level of confidence indicated that ninety-nine 
times out of one hundred the observed difference was due to 
something other than chance alone*. A difference'Significant 
at the five per cent level of confidence indicated that 
ninety-five' times out of on© hundred the observed difference 
was due to something other than chance alone.
Conclusions. A significant difference' exists, between
parents of four or more children, and parents of one, two,.
« „
or three children on the attitudes studied..-
People who have had some college'training in their 
background are less dominating* less possessive* and less 
ignoring than those individuals whose education was limited 
to high school or to grade school.
- the. older age group* those■sixty-five years of age or 
older, tend to be stronger on all tendencies than younger 
individuals*. r.
those individuals with an annual income below #3,099
5 See Chap* III*» pages 35 through 37 for sub-sivisions.
-ia*»
tended t© be stronger ©ft ell attitudes studied than did any 
of the ether income sub-divisions,*
Manual, laborers and farmers tended to be the, stronger 
on all ’ tendencies studied than other occupational groups*.
fhe ■ factors-of the number of children-, educational 1 
attainment* the oldest age group,- the lower annual income 
bracket* and manual laborers were the .groups which showed 
significant differences in this- survey* • ■
indoubt.eddy*, all. of these factors could exist in the 
same individual*.. A grade school education ■would more probr- 
ably lead to aft occupation of manual labor than to a profess, 
sio-ft.,; but it is impossible to state that a given attitude 
measured in this survey is directly related to an. individualrs 
occupation or to his degree of educational attainment or to 
any other single factor considered in this study*•
fhe responsibility for the formation of an adultt s 
attitudes probably is due to an inter-action between the 
factors considered in this study, and various other factors 
in the physical and social environment*
One of the most interesting aspects of this study 
was the great degree of homogeneity for the population 
studied*. There were no significant differences between men 
and women, between parents and non^parents, between those 
with a high school education and those with a grade school 
education, between religious faiths, and except for one 
significant difference on the ignoring tendency, there were
no significant differences between geographical areas#
the data are highly skewed in favor of women* parents*
and ■ Protest ant s* However* the use of the ”tw test of sig*
\*
'n&fieance to determine significant''differences between means; 
of two compared groups should have pointed'out significant 
differences;* if any existed* ■ as Vthis 'test is designed for 
use with small .groups* the logical' conclusion, is that there 
are ' differences* significant at the one per cent or at the 
five per cent levels of '■confidence* between men and women;# ■■ 
between parents and non^parenta*.between high school and 
grade school educational attainment* between religious faiths 
and between geographical areas*
On the basis of the findings In this study* the object 
tives of the study have been partially achieved'#., the attl* 
tudes of adult-s toward children in Missoula;* Montana were 
found to be dominant * nossesslvetf Imorlmg* and unknown#.
$ome differences in attitudes', regarding children* among 
various groups of adults in Missoula* Montana* were found 
to be significant at the one per cent or at the five per 
cent, level of confidence#- The attitudes revealed through 
this inquiry have been presented# The. objectives are par*-
*
tially achieved because there are other attitudes of adults 
which affect the developing personality of children#; these 
attitudes and the effect of them upon children are* as yet* 
unidentifiable.
RecQjmaendations • Investigations of other cities* 
similar to the study carried out in Missoula, Montana* would
serve to give•a knowledge of the predomlhating■adult atti*
■ / . . .
tudes toward children In these eitles.hnd also serve a© 
base© of ■ comparison for the study done in Missoula;* Montana* 
Scientific■investigation of■ the degree of educational 
attainment related to the predominating attitudes of adults' 
regarding children* definitely, appears to 'be a fertile, field 
of study*. Studies of this nature would be of ■ immense value 
to- educators., counselors.;, and guidance personnel;#:
future studies using "the University of Southern 
California Parent Attitude-*-Survey would find a preliminary 
investigation, of the ignoring item© as time well worth ©3£* 
pending* fhe number of imoriag statements is not large 
enough, in. the opinion of the writer* to affectively mea~ 
sure the ignoring attitude or' point of view adults sight 
have', regarding: • children*
Studies in the future investigatlmg admit attitudes ’ 
will find personal calls made upon the subjects of greater 
value' in gathering data than gathering data through the use
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.®Sf?Eisifr0F m t m m  einmiia' *sm*
iirebbiohs^ Beadv^eaoh of the statements below* Rate each 
statement as to whether you ; strongly agree, mildly agree* 
mildly -d|.sagree*, or :strongiy disagree* There are no right 
or wrong answers.* so answer these according to- your own 
convtoiibns* lo not take too much time with any one of the 
exeroisesi.->. ilacken-the circle in the -column' to the right 
that best expresses your feeling* , .......... .
Item $A MA M  . m  ■
1* I child .sbouid.be seen and not
.-■heard* 0 0 0 0
&*. parents should sacrifice
everything for their children* 0 0 0 0
3* Children should be allowed
0 0 0 0
4* A child should not- plan to enter
any occupation his parents donH • f
a pprove of*. 0 0 0 0
5* Children need some of the natural
meanness taken out of them*, 0 0 0 0
6* A. child should.have strict
discipline in order to develop a
fine*'strong character* 0 0 0 0
7* The mother rather than the father 
should be responsible, for
discipline* 0 0 0 0
$* Children, should be "babied” until
they are several years, old* 0 0 0 0
9* Children have the- right to play
with whomever they like* 0 0 0 0
10* Independent and mature children
are less lovable than those children 
who openly and obviously want and
need their parents* 0 0 0 0
11*■ Children, should be forbidden to play 
■with youngsters, whom their parents 
do not approve of. 0 0 0 0
A 'good way to discipline a child 
is'to ■tell him his parents weaH 
loirs him any mors if he is had* ' 0
Severe discipline is essential' in 
.the training of children* 0
Parents cannot help it If their 
cMidren are naughty* - 0
doaiehay among- brothers and sisters 
1*?' a very .unhealthy; thing-# .0
0hll'iren should he allowed to- go' 
to'any Sunday School their friends 
go to* ’ G
Ho -child should' ever set his will 
against that of Ms- parents-#: ■ 0
The Biblical command that children 
■must ohey their parents should he. 
completely' adhered to* 0
It is wicked for -children to-disobey 
their parents# ‘ 0
A child should feel a deep sense of 
obligation always to act In accord 
with.-;the wishes of his 'parents* 0
Children should not he punished for 
disobedience* 0
Children who are gentlemanly or 
ladylike are preferable to those who 
are tomboys or ^regular guys#n 0
Strict discipline weakens- a child1 s 
personality* ' 0
fhildren should always be loyal to 
their parents above anyone else* 0
Children should be steered away from 
the temptations of* religious'- beliefs 
other than those accepted by the 
family* .0
fhe w©g|nlng, of a ' child from the 
emotional ties to its parents 
• begins at birth*
Parents are 'hot entitled to the 
love of their children unless 
they taw it. ,;
Barents should 'never try ■ to ■ break:
a child^s will*
Children Should not be required to 
take orders from parents* .
:̂lldreh 'Should be allowed' to .choose 
their m m .  religious "beliefs.
Ghildren should not Interrupt 
adult conversation*
fhe; 'most Important' consideration ' in 
.planning the activities of the home 
Should' be the needs andint©rests of 
children.:
filet children are much nicer than 
chatterboxes*
It in sometimes necessary for 'the' 
parents to break the child *s will.
ghildrem" usually know ahead of time 
whether' or not parents will punish 
them for their actions#
Children resent discipline#
Children should be permitted to play 
with youngsters from the ttwrong side 
of the tracks •11
When the parent speaks the child 
should obey .
Mild discipline is best*'
the best child is one who shows lots 
of affection: for'Ms\methef.
g. child should be taught that his 
parents always know what is best#
<4 .ma%
Mi
* It is better for children to play
to'visit otber ■ebiidreia* 0 0 6 0
k%* Most children should have more
- '. discipline than they get* © 0 0 ©
¥f. A child should do what he'is' told
to do* without stopping to argue
about‘ilk © 0 © ©
Children should fear their parents
to some degree*, © 0 0 0
M h  A child should: always love his
0 0 0 0
h7# Children who indulge in sex play
. -. . become adult criminals* 0 0 0 0
*f8» . OhiMren should' be allowed to mate"
, only minor decisions for themselves 0 0 0 0
**9* A child should always 'accept the
decision of his parents*, 0 © 0 0
50* ' Children.''who readily accept
authority" are much, nicer 'than those
who try to be dominant themselves* 0 0 0 0
51* . Parents- should always have 'complete 
control over the actions of their
0 0 O 0
:* When they can1! have-their own way*
children usually try to bargain or" . . .
reason with parents. 0 0 0 0
i * Ihe shy child' is worse off
one who masturbates* 0 0 0 0
*. Children should' accept the religion
©f their parents without question# 0 0 0 0
fhe child should- not. question the 
■ "commands of his parents* O 0 0 0
1.. Children who fight with their
brothers and sisters' are generally a 
source'of great irritation’and 
. annoyance to their parents* 0 0 0 0
A child' should always believe what
57# Children should not he punished 
for doing anything they have
seen their parents do# 0 0 0 0
58* jealousy is just a sigh of
0; 0 O 0
.* Children should; be taught the
value of money early# 0 0 0 0
# .A child should be punished for'contradicting' his parents.# 0 0 0 O
# Children should 'have' lots of ■
parental supervision#. O Q 0 0
62# A parent should see to it that
child' plays'only with the right hind
of children-# 0 O o 0
63# Babies are more fun for' parents
than older children are# * 0 0 0 0
6*+# parentsshould'supervise''a ohiid1#
selection of playmates very carefully# 0 O O 0
65# Ho one should expect a .child to
respect parents who hag .and scold* 0 0 0 0
© 0 0 0
;# Children should be allowed to have
their own way..# 0 0 0 0
66* A good way' to discipline a child is
to cut down, his allowance#, 0 0 0 0
69• Children should not- be coaxed or
petted into obedience# 0 0 O 0
70* h child should be shamed into 
obedience if he won't listen to
reason* 0 0 0 0
71* In the long run it is better* after J
all# for a child to be kept fairly"
close to-his mother*s apron strings* 0 0 O 0
72* A good whipping now and. then never
hurt any child. 0 0 0 0
.« Masturbation Is the worst had
habit that a child can form* 0 0 ©
♦ 1 child should never keep a
*' secret from his parents*' O O O
75* Parents are'federally too busy to
1 miwer all a'ohild^s' questions* 0 0 0
?6* The children who make the best
adults are those who -obey all ■
0 0 0
77* It' is important' for children to
* have seme kind of religious.
■upbringing* ' ’ 0 0 O
78* Children should be allowed to 
manage their affairs with little 
supervision 'from adults.* 0 G G
79* farents' should mevet enter a
child's room without permission* o o o
80. It is" best to give children the 
impression I that \parents have m  
faults* \ c o o* . 5 , i , * . .*
81* Ghildren shoulC mot annoy their 
parents with their ■unimportant 0 0 0
8i*. .Ohildren' should give' their parents
'Unquestioning obedience . 0 0 , 0
83* §ex is one of the' greatest' problems
to contend with in children* 0 0 0
8 V* Children should have asrnneh
freedom as parents allow themselves* 0 0 0
* ©hlidreii should do nothing. without
the consent of their-' pirents.* 0 0 0
< ' Edward Joseph Shoben, nThe assessment, of Maternal 
attitudes in Eolation to Child Adjustment; Construction, 
and Preliminary Standardisation of the Ikiiversity of 
Southern California Pareat*&ttltude survey*” (Doctoral 
dissertation*^'^^^lliiversity of Southern California,, June,
)
*l8gh
b
. In order to analyze the results of the Parent Attitude 
feet the .following information is needed* there will fee 
TO names meftt&^dd :|h this. survey#. However* ' anyone Inters 
estM'lh the ;result's' may reeelvea summary fey giving his 
name -and address to'the'interviewer# Please do not nut 
vonr name m  this Questionnaire:#
ire you a narentf.,-.. (Yes or fo) lumber of children .....
Sex ..  Eeligion . . .... . . .
•Cheek the bracket which includes your present age#
Odder 25 .̂. .. .
25 to 3b
35 to bk .. . . .
k5 to 6^ .r......
65 -or over . . .  . .
In-circle highest grade completed in,school#
Orade School I ,2 3 % f 6 ?• §
High School 1 2 3 ^ iraduate ...... . .... (Yes' or Ho)
College 1 2 3 k 5 6 f 8 Degree . .... {Bif KA* etc.}
Other  ... .̂ . .. . .. . ... . .■..... . ..:. . .   ...  . ..,.
Occupation .. .      ..  .. .. .. .. . .. . ................. . . . .
Check the. bracket which includes your .annual income..#
Under $2 *000        :i
2*000 to 3 $099
3*100 to kfQ99 .  ,
b^im t© 5*099 * * * * * * *
5*100 t* 4*699
7,
8,
%
to 
to 10, 
12,
Missoula' 
May 7t X 9 8
fhia will identify to you Mr# George Jenkins, a 
graduate student in the School of Education at Montana 
State l^iyersity* Mr# Jenkins, under our supervision, is 
making a. study of adult attitudes toward children# four 
cooperation 'in filling out the questionnaire and attitude 
stale will h© greatly appreciated:.:
If you have .any question with regard to this matter, 
please feel free to call me at 9*2331 (^diversity) or at 
7728 (my home)♦
jSincerely yours,
UnuS' J. garleton 
ieting lean 
■ School of Education
(Sir or Madam)
■' this past May yon generously contributed your time in 
filling.'out a'farent^attitude;soaiie and fuestionnaSr#, dur* 
ing a survey conducted, to determine ■ the altitudes, of'adults 
toward children* •
’the statements on the attitude scale attempted to 
measure the' dominating* possessive* and ignoring attitudes 
of adults regarding children*
the results obtained indicate that some definite 
differences exist among persons contacted, during the survey*
Mfferencts* mathematically significant, were 
obtained for the "following: groups?.
Between persons over sixty-five years of age and those 
under forty^four, the older age. group' rated higher than the . 
younger groups,on ail.attitudes*
fhose who had had some college rated, lower on all 
attitudes than those whose education was limited to some 
High School of to some Grad© School*
Parents of four of m<r e children rated higher than 
parents of one, two, ©r three children on all attitudes* 
except that parents ‘ of one child tend to be about the same 
as parents of four or more children on the possessive' 
attitude*
Groups rated high tended to be more dominant, more 
possessive, and more' ignoring than those froups with a low 
rating*
Although there were differences between- men and women, 
between parents and hon^parentt, and between religious 
groups, these differenees were not mathematically algnlfi* 
cant*
One of the most interesting facts resulting from this 
survey was that people of this community tend to be more 
alike than unlike in their attitudes toward children* Simi­
lar studies done in other communities have found significant 
differences between, groups which were not significant.- in 
this survey*
fhis survey is not, of course, the final answer- to
the. intricate problem of measuring and ■ determining adult 
attitudes* but certainly it has added' one bit of evidence 
to what will be needed before such'attitudes can be 
accurately determined and the effect of-these attitudes 
upon the developing personality of the child ascertained *
Jb'is;'only' through .the co-operation of the'public 
that this evidence can. be gathered, the part .you. played 
in. contributing material for this survey is greatlyappreciated*.
fours truly,
deorge 6* Jenkins 
• iraduate student
Hontana State university
iO'
num
1
2
3
h
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
lb
15
16
17
18
19
140-
a p p e n d i x  e  
t a b l e  l x k
A LIST OF THE ITEM NUMBERS,
THE TRAIT MEASURED, AND WEIGHT* 
ASSIGNED TO BACH RESPONSE
Trait Weight assigned
measured SA MA MD SD
Ignoring 6 5 if 3
Possessive 6 5 3 if
Possessive 5 5 2 5
Dominant 6 6 if 5
Dominant 6 5 3 if
Dominant 6 if 3 3
Ignoring 6 3 if
Possessive 6 5 3 if
Dominant b 3 5 5
Possessive 6 5 if 3
Possessive 5 5 3 2
Ignoring 6 3 if
Dominant 6 6 ? 3
Ignoring 6 5 if 3
Unknown b 5 2 6
Dominant 5 2 if 5
Dominant 6 6 2 it
Dominant 6 If if 3
Dominant 6 if if 3
TABLE L3X (continued)
A LIST OF THE ITEM NUMBERS, 
THE TRAIT MEASURED, AND WEIGHT 
ASSIGNED TO EACH RESPONSE
Item
number
Trait
measured
Weight assigned 
SA MA MD SD
20 Possessive 6 5 3 3
21 Possessive 5 6 3 If
22 Possessive 5 5 3 3
23 Dominant if 3 i* 5
2U- Possessive 6 3 if 3
25 Dominant 6 6 3 3
26 Possessive 5 3 if 5
27 Possessive V 3 5 6
28 Dominant 2 5 5
29 Dominant 2 5 tf 5
30 Dominant if 3 W 6
31 Ignoring 5 if 2 6
32 Ignoring if 2 5 6
33 Ignoring 6 it 3 if
3>+ Dominant 6 5 if 3
35 Unknown 5 3 3 if
36 Dominant 5 if 3 5
37 Possessive 6 5 3 if
38 Dominant 5 5 3 2
39 Dominant 3 5 6
fJTO J»» (continued)
k %Mt of ft® itiH wmmm 'Hi jtelf S&til) A ®  WBl
t© wm'w&fsmis,
Item Trait WelgHf assigned
number aaaswed . SA jSA ME) SD
%t f^$^e®s4¥0 4 % J h
hi I t o M t  5 $ I 3
%2 I h h %
to 6 % 3 2
to iMi&a&t • 6 ^ 3  %
h$- 4 f % .3
to 4 ** 3 h
%7 w m m m  f % % %
to 5 5 i ' 3
%9 $om3&§t&£ ■ f .5 3 3
5® {>$&$$ $$£f$ i % 3 3
51 §®iafe&3t& f % % $
ft Igiâ Jijg-- 5 1 ^ ®
53 h 3 5 5
5% ©omlinaiit. 5 6 ^ 3
ff 6 h $ $
f$ 4 3- h 6
57 ^ % | 4
58 Ignorliig . # 3 % %
59 i&taovjfj* 5 3 ■ 3 4
-1 4 3 -
f m m  hU (continued)
A LIST OF THE ITEM ITUMBEBSf 
THE THAIT MEASUHED, AND WEIGHT 
ASSIGNED TO EACH RESPOHSE
Item Trait Weight assigned
number measured SA MA MO SD
60 Dominant 6 5 3 3
61 Dominant 5 3 3 b
62 Possessive 6 if 3 3
63 Possessive 6 5 if 3
6*+ Possessive 6 if 2 if
65 Unknown 5 3 5 2
66 Dominant 6 if 3 ^ -
67 Dominant 6 3 3 6
68 Unknown 5 if 3 if
69 Dominant if 3 6 5
70 Dominant 6 3 b if
71 Possessive 6 6 3 3
72 Dominant 6 if 3 2
73 Unknown 6 5 % 3
7** possessive 7 V 3 if
75 Ignoring 6 if 3 3
76 Dominant 6 5 3 if
77 Unknown 6 3 2 2
78 Ignoring 5 3 If 5
79 Dominant 3 3 3 7
fm m  im  ■ UmMmrn )
k %mt m  w m  turn sr
i
trait Weight assigned
8%
tgsiortag
ikteom
€
§
I
6.
6
?
$
h
b
b
f
k
3
hi
3
3
3
3
a
%
6
3
M w a M  *lQS©pk Skofeen> *!fke 'MsessMO&t of Pare&tal 
llttituioa ia Be ta t t cm to Okild Mjiistmemtr icms tract Iob 
.a&$ Frelimiaa^f 8t aMar«!i£&tic>fi of the Dnltersitr of 
SouthW* California PareBt-AttitiM# Survey*M: ' (Doctoral 4ias#f tattoo* fk# diversity of Southern California, l#a
MgeMBf Jk&e, I9h8) pp* 101*107*
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APPSSDIX F
table lx
QUESTIONNAIRE DATA AND RAW SCORES OR 
TENDENCIES FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWED
^aseNo a Precinct Sex No. M F Parent No. of Yes No child.
Religion 
P C
Age
Bracket
Education 
highest 
fear completed Degree Occupation
Incone 
fcrackeI Dominant
- - Raw Scores - - 
Possessive . Ienorlr Unknown
1 a . • 1 8 0 X 0 X 0 - 2 * . X .Over 65 • m 15 0 0 0 ft 0 0 Retired Teacher . .
2 . . - 1 8 X 0 8 0 X . X „ . 35-55 . . 0 0 13 0 0 0 • 0 ft Machinist . .
,3 * ° . 1 . 0 X 0 X 0 Q 2 . X , . 25-35 . . 8 13 0 0 0 0 0 Mgr. of Business . .5 . . . 1 0 X 0 0 X . x . 35-55 . . fl 0 , 0 0 0 0 Clerical . .A . . 1. , X * 0 0 X „ X . 25-35 . . 0 0 12 0 . 0 • ft Plumber . .
6 . . . 1 . X 0 X 0 I 1 I X „ . 35.51+ . „ 13 0 0 0 0 ft Stenographer . .. . 1 • 7. 8 0 X 0 . 1 . X . 25-35 . . 8, 16 0 a • a BA 8 8 School Teacher . .C o « . 1 * • x 0 X 0 - 3 . X „ . 25-35 . . 12 8 0 , a ft Mill Hand . .9 • . . 1 0 . . . 2 • x . . 35-56 . . 12’8 , 0 * ft Heavy Duty Mach. Welder . .10 . . . 1 « 0 A • X • . 2 V * 25-35 . . 8 16 0 .. ! BA * • Foreman Railroad Shops . .
11 . . . I * • Y 0 X 0 , 5 „ . 25-35 . . 0 16 0 0 8 . BA « • Part Owner of Creamery . .12 . • , 1 0 • X X • • id. • X . . 25-36 . . 12 0 0 8 . ft Railroad Conductor . .
13 * . . 1 0 • X 0 X B ♦ 2 . X , : g s ::
0 15 0 0 . ! RN 8 * Nurse . .15 . . . 1 • , X 0 X . 7 . 0 10 0 0 0 • ft ft Auto Mechanic . .
15 . . , 2 8 0 X X . X . . 65-65 . . 0 10 . 0 0 • ft ft Music Teacher . .16 . . . 2 0 . V.A X . X . .Under 25 . 8 11 • O • . . Housekeeper . .
1 ( • 0 * 2 0 X X . X . .Over 65= » 0 32 * • • ft ft Retired Carpenter . .x 8 • • , 2 , X X . 2 . X . . 35-66 . . 0 16 8.0 . BA ft ft Contractor . .
19 . 0 • 2 * . X X * 3 . X , . 35-66 . . t. 16 8 0 0 8 * Driver N.P. Transport . .20 . , , 2 , X X . 1 . X , . 25-36 . = 0 12 0 0 0 ft ft Field Registrar . .
21 . • 0 2 X X . 1 . X , . 35-55 . . 0 12 8 0 8 8 8 Butcher . .
22 . 0 0 2 • X X ft . 2 . X . 35-66 . . 0 . Heating Contractor . .
23 . » • 3 v X X * X . •Under 25 • 0 12 ft ft • • ft Secretary . •25 . 3 0 * X X  ̂ 3 . X , . 25-36 . . „ 12 8 * . ft ft Druggist . .25 - a » 3 8 X X . 1 . X . 25-36 . . 0 12 8 8 . ft ft Cle rical and Sales . .26 . 3 . X . 0 X . X , . 25-36 . . 0 15 « t O ft . * Auto Sales and Student . .27 . a • 3 . X X \ 1 . X . 65-66 . . • 9 * * ft ft ft ft Railroad Conductor . .
28 . * . 3 • X 8 0, X . x , . 65-66 . . 0 16 0 . 0 a BA ft ft Owner Ladles Ready to Wear .29 - * • 3 0 X 0 X . X . •Under 2? • 0 0 12 ft ft Auto Salesman . .30 . 0 • 3 • * X X • ! 1 . X , . 65-66 . . 0 0 10 ft • » ft ft Railroad Conductor . .31 • • • 5 , X X • . 2 . X , . 25-36 • • 8 8 12 0 0 0 ft , * Postal Transportation Clerk.32 . • ft 5 8 X 0 X . 3 . X . . 25-36 . . 0 16 ft • ft ft ft ft Telephone Operator . .
3? * 0 • 5 A X * 8 X . X , . 65-66 . „ 0 12 • ft ft ft Electrician . .35 . • 0 5 0 X • X X . 65-66 . . 8 12 ft • • ft * Carpenter • .
35 . 0 « 5 • X X 0 . 2 I X „ a 65-66 a a 0 * 12 ft ft Clerical and Sales . •
36 . u 0 X X * 2 . X . a 25-36 a . 0 0 12 • ft ft Transport Clerk . .37 . a 0 5 8 X X . 2 . X a 65-66 a a 0 8 Railroad Watchman . .
38 . • 0 5 X * X . 7 . X .Over 65* » 0 8 ft ft ft ft ft Retired Chief of Police . •39 . . . 5 • X 0 * ft X a . X * a 65-66 a a ft O 8 ft ft ■ ft ft Ass't Roundhouse Foreman . .
Uhder 3,100 6,100 3,100 3,100 5.''00 3,100 
2,000 8,100 6,100 9,100 6,100 6,100 
2,000 3,100 
Unddr 
Under?,ioo
v , io o8,100
2,0005,1002,000'v,ioo
V,i00'6,1005.100 
10,100'
v , 100.5.1006.100 
2,000 6,100 3,100 2,000 
V,100
3.100  
Under5.100
2,000 . 
-6,099 . 
-7,099 • 
-6,099 • -5,099 * 
-6,099 . -5,099 . 
-3,099 . 
-9,099 . 
-7,099 . -10,099. 
-7,095 « 
-5,099 • -3,099 . 
-5,099 • 2,000 . 
2,000 . 
-6,099 « 
-5,099 ■ -9,099 . 
-3,099 , -6,099 • 
*3i099 . 
-5,099 . 
-5,099 . -5*099 . -6,090 . -12,000. 
-5,099 . 
-6,099 . 
-5,099 . -3,099 - *5,099 « 
-5,099 * -3,099 < 
-5,099 . 
-5,099 < 
2,000 , 
-6,099 .
0 192 0 o 0 . 90 . 0 0 ft 51 a . .0 167 « . o . 8? . 0 51 ft ft
17^ 0 8 0 a 86 . * yl 0 0 ft ft
0 0 156 0 O . 76 . 58 ft •
0 0 166 * 0 . 72 . 57 ft ft
0 159 B . 93 . * 59 ft ft
8 0 169 o . 72 « 51 0 »
c 0 I/O 0 c . 30 . « 55 ft ft
0 170 8 0 a 78 . 57 0
0 156 8 . 80 . 56 a •
. 163 8 . 80 a P 56 ft0 0 0 177 . 85 . ft 53 ft ft8 8 152 0 . 6? a 57 ft
0 185 * . 95 . 59 ft ft0 g 163 8 . 88 . « ft 59 ft ft0 0 163 0 a 92 . D O 55 ft ft9 188 8 0 .108 , 56 ft ftp 1^6 8 . 73 . ft 52 ft8 . 156 0 a 80 . 8 67 0
8 0 169 . 91 * « 56 00 . 166 a 85 . 58 ft
0 0 152 « . 71 . 56 fto 8 167 0 a 90 a 58 ft8 0 167 a 81 a ft 62 ft0 0 0 139 0 O * . 77 * 59 fte 8 165 a 76 . 56 ft0 0 156 8 . 92 a 67 ft
9 179 0 a 91 = 7 ft8 0 156 ft . 76 . ft 56 ft
« 0 173 0 0 0 86 • O Vl ft ft0 1^7 8 0 6 82 0 0 8 52 ft 0 ft0 0 16V . 80 * 8 . 8 56 ft • ft
ft 0 165 a • 89 • S . 56 • ft 0ft 0 0 191 0 , • 110 p 0 « 0 66 ft ft0 0 0 165 0 0 • 82 0 8 0 8 58 ft ft fta 0 0 152 0 8 * 75 - 8 0 ft 51 o ft 08 0 178 0 8 • 88 * ft ft 68 ft ft 0
0 0 198 0 0 • 117 . 8 8 0 70 ft a eft * ft 158 ft ft 86 • O * O 56 - *
55 535253
56
,3S5336 
39 
50 
53
37 5557 5358 
5o 92
50
5551
&
$*4-6
535250
56
38
51 50 
50 
5557 
35
- 11+6 -
TABLE L3t (continued)
QUESTIONNAIRE DATA AND RAW SCORES ON
TENDENCIES FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWED
Education
Case Precinct Sex Parent ITo. of Religion Age highest Income - - ~ - - - - 3aw Scores - - „ . • - -
No* No M F Yes Fo childo P c Bracket 2ear_ completed Degree Occupation bracket Demina Possessive Ignoring Unknown
■+0 . if X o X • • If X . ■Over 65* 12 Laborer . Under 2?000 * 9 . • . . 92 60 « a . . 36
kl . • 5 X B X * • 3 p X p pOver 65* B 0 • 7 P a O ft • Retired Engineer p Under 2*000 * ft * 209 . . . . 99 6T b a . . L‘2.L-2 . . 5 » X B X • , 4 X B © 25-34 c o 0 p 11 0 * ft » Truck Driver V*100-59Q99 . 0> * 160 . . . . 77 56 0 0 p • -it
V3 „ . 5 » X X P • * X a . 25-35 . p * 0 8 * 0 ft P . Forest Service 3,100-^099 . ft. c c 189 . . . • 93 * S B 55 * * . * 59
bh , . 5 » X X 0 * p p X p B * Under 2 5 p O p 12 a a Clerical and Sales Uhder 2,000 , c • 0 158 . . * . 75 B B P 56 a b • 0 1+6
b$ . . 5 p X , X . * 2 p X .Over 65* e O « 10 9 a 0 • Lahorer * Under 2,000 * ft, p • 166 . . • . 92 0- B « 55 - * • * 51M-6 , . 5 . X * p X . . 5 p X O . V5-6R . 0 0 13 0 0 b B Clerical and Sales p if,100-J,099 - C. B c 188 *■ . 92 B O B 56 a . • . 3b. . 5 * p X „ X . . 3 p c X . 25-35 . a p 8 p 9 • Real Estate & Plant Guard p 6,100-7,099 © ft. p o 16 2 . . . . 76 * P P 57 . p p • 3?
bS * . . 5 o X p X • * h p B X , . 55-65 . a 0 s> 12 « « a • , Railroad Conductor B J+,100-5,099 - *- ft 4 ' ̂ 8 . . * . 89 » » « 55 ♦ * P • -t-i^9 . . 5 B X p X • • 5 X . 35-55 . p 0 0 15 * P ft 1 Clerical and Sales ^5100-5,099 - ft 1 ft P 170 . • . . 93 B 9 B 57 - • • • 5290 * . . 5 D X ft p X . . 3 o X . 25-39 . 0 •a a • 9 0 e „ Salesman B 6,100-7,099 . ft 0 O 161 . * * . 89 B O O 4P . . 2-551 * „ . 6 o X p X » * X •Over 65. B r 8 * t 0 ft Retired Rancher Under 2,000 „ 0 B lpo » . C>9 4 O B '/ p p • • bv52 c . . 6 B X p X o * 3 X • 55-65 • 0 O p 16 p 0 * P BS ! Business Man ^,100^.5,099 - ft p ft L :6 . 0 * . 77 a 4 a 56 . • • • 1+3
53 a o . 6 * X B X « * . b X „ 25-35 0 0 O 0 12 0 0 u ft „ Forest Service Store Keep ft 2,000-^,099 0 ft ft P 119 . * ... 32 B O B 23 * * p . 6-3
5b O , • 6 p X p X . * 3 X * 25-35 . 0 0 11 0 0 0 ft „ Salesman 5,100-6,099 . ft O 200 1 OS . • 86
a 0 0 O + B • p , 91
55 e . • 6 * X p X « * 3 p X . 35-55 • a O 8 0 P « 4 „ Cafe Waitress Uhder 2,000 * p c 0 . . • • 83 • a P 59 • * • b.L56 o „ . 6 + X X p X , 55-69 « 8 0 fl ft ft B Electrician ^,100-5,099 D D ft C, 161 • . 87 p a 0 5L • . p • 1+3
57 . , . 6 p X p X I 1 3 B X . 25-35 * 12 p 0 P B Bartender 3,100^,099 - ft C 180 . . . . 91 0 a P if8 . . • » h358 . . . 6 p X B X . * 2 a X O « • 55-65 . 6 C 15 a t* t B , 0wnpr of Grocery Store 3,100-^,099 . B u l4i . . . . 70 a a a 55 • * • • R?59 * „ . 7 p B X 0 X . . 3 o X • 35-55 . 0 0 8 0 a P ft „ Rancher 5,100-6,099 * 0 B 150 » . » » 73 P A a 50 . • • * 3960 . D . 7 , , X p X * . 5 X C , 55-65 . 0 0 9 0 0 ft 9 B Laborer Under 2,000 „ ft 18 7 • » • * 93 a a 0 66 • * 0 • h61 ft „ • 7 « p X X . * 2 * X . 25-39 . 0 * 16 * p ft 0 BA „ Owner P. 0» Hewstand ^,100-5,099 - B ft 15 r • * « a * L-d • • • . bh62 ft . • 7 * X B p X • . 3 p X p •Under 25 a p 11 9 0 O 9 Railroad Foreman p Under 2,000 * v •a '" 2.; . • I ?5 • B B *+8 . • • . kh
6? ft■ • . 7 * B X o X . . b B X B . 25-39 . 0 0 12 0 0 B ft Cabinet Maker o if*100-5*O99 p e B 144 • » . • 79 56 . • • . 116b ft , . 7 B X p X • * 2 p p X • 55-65 • a 0 13 ft ft O * „ Chief Railroad Clerk p 3,100-^099 , p a 159 . . 75 53 - • • . 3665 O . * 7 p X * X <. * n . * X • » 35-55 * a 0 9 « p Laborer B 3,100^,099 - B 5, 1 ufi • » . . 83 a p a 53 • . , . 3866 ft • . 7 o X X . . 3 „ X a . 35-55 * B O 12 0 0 „ Rancher O 5*100-6,099 . B 155 - . 83 a P a 53 . . • • bl67 O • . 8 B « X ft * X p X p •Under 25 p p 13 * 0 9 » . Secretary ft 2,000-3*099 0 g 138 • . . . 67 » b a 52 . . . . bo68 ft , . 8 X B ft X B X * 25-39 * P O 16 ® 0 BA 1 « Civil Engineer B 0 v,100-5,099 - a „ ■fho . . . . 77 a a a 50 • . • . 3669 p . * 8 * X a X p X * p * 55-65 * 0 a 8 0 « a Retired Rancher p Under 2,000 ■ ft 0 183 • 0 . . 91 a 4 0 5 / • • , . h870 p . . 8 . B X p X 4 « 2 * X p . •Under 25 ft a p 12 ft B • Adjustment Bureau Mgr. , ?s100-6,099 - ft B B .156 • « . • 75 ft , . 62 . . • • b-371 ft . * 8 B X B B X p X B •Under 25 6 Q 15 ft ft Lab. Technician P 4,100-5*099 . 148 * • . . 76 * * , 56 • • • . 3372 a . . 8 » X B © X I I 1 p X a p ‘ * p p 15 B p P 9 Sales Representative ft 3,100-^,099 . ft B 169 • * • . 86 a a a 58 p . . . bS73 a . . 8 X * X « . * 2 » X B • 35-55 . p B 11 ft P ft ft Owner Plumbing Business « ft 5,100-6,099 * B P 181 . « • « b9 a 0 a 52 • . • . t-67b 0 . . 8 p X X . © 1 p p X ft . 25-35 . 0 O P 1 7 ft ft BA Salesman p 3,100-4,099 * ft 5 159 • « • . 76 4 0 4 1+8 . . O • 3 975 0 . . 8 p X X . . 1 « X e . 25-35 * a O O 12 B p O P , Sales Representative B ft 3,100-4,099 - Q 1/6 « • . .101 52 . . • • Uq76 o , . 8 « p X X p t> 1 ft X ft ft p 45=64 e a V V 6 15 ft ft P „ Cook o Uhder 2,000 * a * 15916.1 • D * . 89 ol • p
, • ft 377 * „ . 8 p X B p X a a X a a • 25*3^ «■ t, P 17 O ft ft ft BA 1 School Teacher „ O 4,100-5,099 * c ft ft • . • * 81 pH- « • • . 1+578 . . 8 - * X X 0 I I 2 * X * « 45-64 * * a 16 0 ft ft ft BS . Banker ft 9,100-10,099* * 4 p 150 • . • • 73 B O B 59 • • • - 53
-1++7-
TAELE IX (continued)
QUESTIONNAIRE DATA AND RAW SCORES ON
TENDENCIES FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWED
Case
No.
79
80 81 
82
8k
8586
8788
89
90
91
92
93
9k
9596
97Q8
99100
101
102
10310*+
105
106
107108
109110 
111 
112
13-Pl lk -
115116
117
Precinct
No.
Sex 
M F
Parent 
Yes No
No. of 
c h ild  o
Religion 
P C__
Age 
Bracks t
Education
highest Income
. 9 
. 9
. 9 
. 9 
. 9 
. 9 
. 9 
. 9 
. 9 . 9 
. 9 
. 9 • 9 . o
. 9 
. 5.10 
.10 
.10 
.10 
.10 
.10 .10 
.10 
.10 .3" 
.I1 .11 .1- .11 .11 
.11 , .11 
.11 
.11 
.11 
.11 
.11 .11
. x
1 X
1 X 
. X 
. X. X
. X
. X
. 1+5-61+ . 
. 25-3^ .. 25-3<+ . 
.Over 65* 
. k5-6k . 
. 25-3^ . . i+5—6i+ . 
. 25-3*+ • . '+5-64- . . 35.-1+1+ . 
.Over 65. 
. 25-kk . 
„ k'y-Sk . 
. 2 5-3u . . 25~3>+ . . 25«3u .. 2 5~31+ . 
. 3?-¥+ . 
o 2 5" 3 ft- • . L5-"0'~ . 
. l+5-6h . 
. 25-3^ . 
. 25-3M- -. 3,5-kk . 
. 35-M+ .
. 35-M+ . 
. 35“HU . 
. 25-3W . 
. 35-^ . . 25-3V . . 1+5-6I+ .
. 25-3k . . 35-M+ . 
. 35-Mt .
, k 5 -6 k , 
. 25“3^ . , 1+5-61+ • 
. k5-6k .
. 25-3!+ .
oracleted Deeree Occupation bracket
0 9 12 4 0ft Police Desk Sergeant 9 3,100-*+,099 . , .* 0 0 17 • • • LLftB ! Lawyer 0 10,100-12,000. 0 0a 0 0 1? 4 a * M . Salesman a 5,100-6 099 . aa o a 12 « 0 ft , Retired Railroad Conductor. Uhder 2 000 . , «0 • 9 12 • 00 . Pharmacist a a 7,100-8 099 . * 9a 0 » 16 ft e ft BA . Lawyer * •10,100-12,000. ft ** 0 0 12 * ft 0 * . Stockman 5,100-6 099 .a » » 13 0 , Taxi Driver * 3 ,1 0 0 -4 099 . * •a 13 * 000 .X-Ray Technician & Sales * * 5 ,1 0 0 -5 099 . ft *a * 0 12 • ft 0 . Police Officer „ . 3 , 100- 1+ 099 . <*0 * 0 Ilf ft ft ft , Primary Teacher 0 » 2 , 000-3 099 . ft •„ * * 12 ft ft * . Clerical and Sales e p 2 ,0 0 0 -3 099 . ft0 ti O 12 « 0 ft . Police Officer a ft 3 , 100- 1+ 099 . * *0 • « 16 0 0 * BA ! . Pharmacist „ 5,100-6 099 . ft 00 O ft12 ft • ft . Secretary o 0 3 , 100-*+ 099 0 ft* ft a 13 a « o . Owner of Business « 6 , 100-7 099 . fta 9 0 16 0 ft ft BA . School Teacher ft 6 , 100-7 099 . a ** 0 0 16 ft • 0 BA . H. Duty Machine Operator * > i f ,100-5 099 0 ft* (* 0 12 • • 0 , Baker o 6 , 100-7 099 . fta c 0 8 O f t * . Dressmaker ft * 3,100-1+ 099 . O
0 0 8 0 ft 0 . Laborer * * 3 , 100- 1+ 099 . ft 9
0 0 li+ 0 • ■ . Meat Cutter i+, 100-5 099 . « 6
0 ft 13 0 . 0 . Laborer, Lumber Mill • 3,100-1+ 099 . cft ft12 0 ft • , S+enotyper . > 5 , 100-5 099 . ft
0 . . 12 ft « « „ Eutcher , 4,100-5 099 . ft. . 8 ft ft 4 . Printer * 5,100-5 099 . 0. . 15 0 • 9 , Administrator, Forest Service 5 , 100-6 099 . , *a . . 12 * ft 0 Salesman 0 5 ,1 0 0 -5 099 . a„ • . 12 * ft 0 . Mill Worker 0 5 ,1 0 0 -5 099 . .
9 . . 12 ft ft ft . Laborer . 3,100-5 099 . ft. . 8 ft ft 0 Crane Operator 
Bellman * 5 .1 0 0 -53 .1 0 0 -5 099 . 099 . 0
9 « . 11 ft ft ft . Letter Carrier, US Mail * « 3 ,1 0 0 -5 099 . , *t . . 12 * * * . Salesman 3 ,1 0 0 -5 099 •. . 8 « ft ft . Machinist Helper « 3 ,1 0 0 -5 099 . ft. . 13 0 ft ft . Laborer, Forest Survey c Under 2 000 . O 9. » • • 12 ft ft * . Engineer * 3 ,1 00 -5 099 . ., . . 16 ft 0 ft BS ! . Salesman a 0 6 ,1 0 0 -7 099 . 0 0
.r . . 12 ft 0 0 . Laborer, Lumber Mill • 3 ,1 0 0 -5 099 . 0 *
Dominant
- - - Raw Scores - - 
Possessive Ignoring Unknown
0 179 a „ e . 88 . e 0 a 56 a a „ 1+J+
0 158 0 • a . 92 . 0 « 56 0 0 0
0 155 0 » a . 70 . 0 4 55 0 c 0 J+3
172 • 0 0 . 77 . 0 0 56 0 0 0 1+9a H I 0 0 . . 97 . 0 « 57 0 0 4 k2ft 162 0 0 a . 75 . „ , 57 0 0 O 1+1+0 177 a a a .101 . ft ft 55 a 0 0 1+7a 156 <> 0 0 . 76 . • 0 53 0 ft ft 38156 0 0 a . 78 . * 0 55 o ft 0 39fe 155 4 0 ft . 78 . * * 52 « <1 0 3*+a 161 a 0 0 . 89 . 0 4 51 ft ft 1+1+178 4 0 * . 75 . 0 O 55 ft * P161 0 a a . 73 . 0 0 70 a 0 ft L l169 a a 0 . 80 . 0 4 56 a 0 0 i+8159 0 4 a . 75 . a * 53 a ft ft 37
ft 156 0 0 0 . 69 « 0 0 50 « ft 0 1+0
139 0 0 a . 85 . 0 ft 56 « ft 0 >+3
162 a * c . 78 . 4 4 57 a 4 0 1+2
153 ft ft . 90 . * , a 55 0. 0 ft 38
162 a e . 88 . e « 61 a 0 0 i+5
a 167 O 0 . 82 . 0 0 60 a 0 ft 1+3
* 158 0 ft . 76 • 0 0 53 « 0 ft 39166 a 6 . 82 . 0 • 55 a ft ft 35* 171 . ft . 78 . 0 0 55 « ft 0 39
158 0 * . 78 . 0 0 4 57 « 0 e 37
0 163 0 a . 79 . 0 o 51 a 0 0 i+l153 0 0 . 75 . 0 0 56 0 0 « 39
* 165 0 * . 75 . • 0 50 i, 0 0 37
1,70 0 « . 81 . a , 50 „ 0 « 1+5
0 185 0 . . 89 0 * 58 a 0 0 1+7ft 172 a « . 85 . . a 55 a 0 0 i+l155 <3 « . 73 . * * 55 , 4 0 Pa 151 0 4 . 65 « a a 62 „ 0 0 k3
a 150 0 « a . 82 . * . 1+9 a 0 O P172 0 • 4 a . 89 . 0 0 58 a 0 4 k9165 * a ft . 86 . * , 56 a 0 0 kl
171 « e a . 81 . , 0 51 O ft i+l0 178 0 ft * . 96 . 0 0 0 50 a ft ft 1+3195 0 0 0 . 88 . 0 0 * 5k * ft ft i+5
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TABLE IX (continued)
QUl'SHONNAIRE DATA AND RAW SCORES ON
TENDENCIES FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWED
Case Precinct Sex Parent No. of Religion Age ghest Occupation
Income
No. No- M f Yes No child. P c Bracket completed Deeree bracket
118 11 -X . X . 2 X . 2 5-34 . 13 . Police Officer . 3*100-^,099 *
119 11 X . X . 2 . . 7 1 • 2 5-34 . 12 « a . . Engineer » 0 3,100-4,099 °
120 11 V . X . 3 . . . X . 35-44 . » « 12 0 0 0 . Owner Restaurant Business . 0 5,100-6,099 .
121 12 X ° . X . 2 , . . X . 25-34 • 0 9 .7 0 9 LL*B I
. Mgr. Adjustment Insurance . 0 5,100-6,099 •
122 . * 12 X . X . 1 B . . X .Over 65. » 0 4 0 0 . . Retired School. Teacher 0 Under 2,000 .
123 . 12 X . X . 1 . X . 25-34 . 9 9 5 0 0 BE ! . Clerical, Forest Service . 5,100-6,099 .124 * 12 X . X . 2 0 . X 1 . 45-64 . a 9 8 9 9 * . Hod Carrier 2,000-3,099 -
125 12 X . X .14 . O X . <, 45-64 . 0 a 7 9 9 0 . Laborer 4,100-5,099 .
126 12 X . . X . 3 « 0 1 X .Over 65« 9 e 12 0 O 0 . Laborer , 3,100-4,099 .
127 12 X . X . 2 . a 4 X 0 . 25-34 . 6 9 12 9 9 . Auto Mechanic 3,100-4,099 .
128 12 X . X . 1 . 4 yr . 45-64 . * 0 lb 9 « a BA . Engineer and Rancher » 9,100-10,099.
129 12 # X . X . 4 O B ! x . 25-34 . * 0 9 0 9 * . Laborer 2.100-3,099 .
130 12 X . X . 1 • . X 0 . 2 5-34 . 6 0 13 9 9 . Forest Service- Bookkeeper . 0 4,100-5,099 »
131 12 X # . X . 2 . . . X . 25-34 0 © O .2 9 9 . Railroad Car Repairman 0 4,100-5,099 »
132 . 12 X . X . 2 « . X . 25-34 4 « 0 .0 0 0 * . Mill Worker 0 4,100-5,099 .
$
12 X . X . 2 . . . X . 35-44 . 0 * .2 0 0 . Clerical and Sales 0 3,100-4,099 .
12 .X . X . 4 . . X . 35-44 „ a 0 .4 a 9 . Office Clerk 0 3,100-4,099 .
135 . 12 X . X . 1 B S x ! . 35-44 . * O -5 0 a RN . Nurse » 0 5,100-6,099 .136 . ( 12 X . X . 1 O . . X . 25-34 , 0 a .6 BS . Forester . 0 4,100-5,099 .
137 « 12 X . X 0 2 0 0 4 X 4 25-34 • 9 a 9 0 0 . Laborer • 3,100-4,099 .
138 • . 12 X . . X . 2 . . X . 25-34 . 0 9 8 0 0 O . Auto Mechanic • 3,100-4,099 .
139
1W
13 X . X . 4 x ! • 25“34 • 9 9 1 0 0 . Truck Driver • 4,100-5,099 ., . 13 X . X . 7 . . ! x .Over 65. 9 9 6 0 0 . Janltoress • 0 Uhder 2,000 .l4l . 13 X . X . 1 . . . X . 25-34 . 9 9 -3 0 0 . Clerical and Sales . 0 2,000-3,099 .142 . . 13 X . X .12 » . X 1 •Over 65. * 0 5 0 0 . Retired Miller 0 3,100-4,099 •143 • » 13 X 0 x ! a . 0 X . . 25-34 . 9 » 2 0 a 0 . Laborer • 2 ,000-3?099 .
144 13 t X X - . • 1 X .Over 65. 0 0 .0 0 0 . Salesman 0 7,100-8,099 .145 * 13 X . X » 3 4 . . X •Over 65. 0 3 0 0
. Owner Real Estate Business. 010,000-12,000.
146 . ( 13 X . X . 1 . . . X . 45-64 . .1 0 « . Laborer, Railroad 0 3,100—4,099 *14-7 » . 14 X * . X • 3 . . . X . 25-34 . 0 « .7 V 0 BS 1
. Pharmacist « 4,100-5,099 .
148 14 X . X 6 . 4 . . X . 25-3u • ■3 0 It » . Owner Advertising Business. 0 4,100-5,099 .149 • . 14 X . X 9 . 1 ■ . X . 45-64 . 0 0 6 0 0 0 . Printer . » 5,100-6,099 .
150 14 * X X . . . X . 35-44 . :0 0 0
0 ma . Iftilversity Teacher . * 5,100-6,099 .
151 . , 14 X 1 X • 3 » . X . 35-44 . .6 » 0 . BS . Physician anc Surgeon 010,000-12,000.
152 14 X . X . 1 . . . X . 45-64 . 0 0 .6 0 0 * BA . Salesman V 5,100-6,099 «
$
14 X * . X . 3 • a . X . 45-64 . 0 0 .6 t 0 BA . Merchant 0 7,100-8,099 .14 X . X . 1 * . . X . 35-44 . • 9 .6 , 0 Q BA . Salesman 9 5,100-6,099 .
155 < 14 X . X . 2 . . . X . 35-44 . 0 0 ,6 0 0 BA . Owner Dry Cleaning Business 0 6,100-7,099 .156 0 . . 14 . X . . X . 4 . . . X . .Over 65. . . :0 0 0 • PI1. D 0 * • Retired Univ. Professor * 3,100-4,099 .
Dominant
- - - Raw Scores - - 
Possessive Ignoring Unknown
0 150 0 0 . 76 . 0 0 55 9 » 0 *+4* 187 0 * . 91 • « « 66 © 0 * 50
Q 163 0 0 . 81 . • © 59 © © *<, 0 150 » * . 73 • 0 « b7 « 9 O
190 0 0 .110 . 0 0 59 0 0 * O b9* 150 0 0 . 75 . 0 0 jif 9 © * boD 158 9 « « . 76 . 0 0 53 « 0 b5D 144 0 * 0 79 « 0 0 62 e 0 bo
188 * 0 . 9 9 . 0 0 58 9 © b?
a 176 . 9 9 . 0 0 53 0 0 . ko185 0 0 . 85 . 0 0 6 -̂ 0 L- *+60 202 0 « . 96 - © 0 58 0 0 O 45
0 159 a 0 . 74 . 0 » 53 » 0 420 154 <s 0 . 82 . 0 0 55 0 0 . 44
0 148 0 0 . 78 . © 0 58 • 0 „ -̂X
174 0 0 . 77 . 0 0 1+9 0 0 * j+I
0 152 P 0 . 78 . 0 0 52 0 0 hO
17? 0 0 . 87 . 0 0 51 0 0 451.64 0 0 . 86 . 0 0 60 0 0 48
166 ♦ ♦ . 86 . 0 0 52 « « * 42
154 0 0 . 78 . 0 Q i+9 « 0 39
# 181 • 0 . 92 . 9 0 58 0 0 * 50
178 O 0 .100 . 0 0 52 0 0 42
6 166 0 0 • 83 . 0 0 57 0 a 420 216 0 0 . 112 « 0 0 75 0 0 511?0 0 0 . 86 . 0 0 53 0 9 47
# 2 Ip 0 0 .108 . O a 65 0 0 48
1.91 0 0 .105 . * 9 65 0 0 49
173 a P « . &3 . « 0 56 9 0 O 50
0 164 * 0 0 . 87 . 9 9 60 0 0 37* 155 0 0 . 80 . 0 « 56 0 » 32
0. 162 « e . 85 . 0 0 ^5 0 0 43144 # 0 0 . 82 . » » 58 0 0 35144 0 0 . 82 . 0 0 50 0 0 41
„ * 156 « 0 . 82 . 0 0 5>+ 0 0 45
177 0 * . 92 . • 0 56 0 0 45
160 9 e 0 . 74 . « 9 U9 © 9 38149 « 0 * 76 . « 9 53 0 0 38
0 124 0 0 4 . 75 • 9 O 52 9 0 38
TABLE IS (continued)
QUESTIONNAIRE DATA AND RAW SCORES ON
TENDENCIES FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWED
Education
Case Precinct Sex Parsit No. of Religion Age highest Income
No. No. M F Yes No child. P C Bracket year completed Degree_______  Occupation_________  bracket
157 . Ik 0 X X a a 1 c 0 X . 25 -35  . 0 0Ik a 0 « a 4 Sales R epresentative , p 6 ,1 0 0 -7 ,0 9 9
158 . * 1*+ X 0 0 X O a 2 a a X . 35-45 . « 0 lb a a 9 9 a a Merchant . 0 *+,100-5,099 „
159 . e B 1*+ X B 0 X a a 3 a a X . 35-55 , Ql « 0 12 a O - B 0 Lumberman » . 7 *100- 8,099 B
160 . * c X a a X 0 a a X 0 a 0 55-65 0 *> O 0 20 B O O m a a Teacher and W r ite r „ 0 5 ,1 0 0 ^ ,0 9 9 0
161 . 0 1*+ * a X B X 3 a a X a a . >+5-65 . O B 16 O * o BA a o Merchant , 0 7 ,1 00 “8,0S>9 B
162 . 0 c 1*+ a X a p X a 0 a X . 25-35 • a a lb a a a a 0 Owner o f T ire  Business 0 8 ,100 -9 *0 9 9 o
163 . e , lb a X a a X a c 1 O X . 25-35 . a 0 16 a b a BA c O Sales Represshative „ 6 6 ,1 0 0 -7 ,0 9 9 0
165 . b e X a X £. m X B .Under 25 4> O a 11 . a a 0 0 Salesman . 0 3*100-1+, 099 B
165 . 1*+ a 0 X a X a a If a B X . 55-65 . O’ B a 16 c a a BA . « Accountant . 0 5*100 -6 ,099 a
166 . 0 a 1k a e x a X 6 3 a 0 X a . 35-55 .
. +5-65 0
0> c a 16 B O A BA « 0 Lumber Business „ O 7*100 -8 ,099 0
167 . » 15 0 X a X I a X 0 01 0 0 11 a a . a Telegraph Operator B *+*100-5? 099 D
168 . 1? a a X X a X .Under 25 o> 0 a :I-3 a O a . Insurance A d juster . O ba100-5 ,099 □
169 , 1? , e X ■v 2 a X ■ 25-35  . w a i ; a a 0 0 Nurse „ a Under 2*000 0
170 . a 15 a X X a 9 2 a a X . 25-35 . cv a 12 a 0 c a a Plumber « 3 3100”*+, 099 0
171 « * 15 6 X X a a a 0 X • 35-55  . 0* 1.2 « . a B Insurance Salesman . 3 , 100-*+, 099 0
172 . * 15 0 X a X 2 X . 25- 3+ » V 12 O O A a O Owner o f Grocery „ B 6,100=7*099 0
173 . * a 15 0 4 X X a X . 25-35 . 10 O 9 a a Owner Serv ice  S ta tio n „ 4 *+,100-5*099 0
174- . 0 15 « X a X 2 a X . 25-35  . » 0 a 12 a 0 0 a . Machine Operator . 4 3,100-*+, 09Q 0
175 . 1? 0 X X 1 a X . 25-35  . 12 a B B u . Desk C lerk 0 5 ,1 00 -6 ,0 99 4
176 1? B X X 0 1 X . 25-39 .. 0. a 17 a 0 MS Q „ F o res te r c O *+,loo-5? 099 0
177 * 16 0 X X a a 7 X . 35-55 , 0 8 B O , „ Farmer Q e 5 ,1 0 0 -6 ,0 9 9 p
178 , 16 o X X 1 X « • 25-35  . .1 B 13 B . Truck Owner and Operator c * *+,10G~5?099 a
179 . 16 O X X a 3 a « X • 25-35 . a, 12 O a 0 . , C lo th ing  Salesman B *+,100- 5*099 0
180 . 16 9 a X X 0 3 a X 0 0 . 35-55 . c 12 0 . M ed ical S e c re ta ry Q 3 , 100-*+, 099 B
181 . 16 9 a X X 0 2 9 X a .Under 2 5 0 12 a , E le c t r ic ia n 100- 5 ft099 0
182 . * 16 0 X X 2 9 X . 35-55 . a- a 10 a a a 0 a Carpenter B 3 ?100-*+;099 0
183 . * 16 . 0 X X 5 X . 35-55 . 0 a 1? a 4 . 0 . Sales R epresentative Q 6 ,100 -7 *0 9 9 0
165 . 0 16 0 X X 5 X 0 . 55-65 . 0 a 15 a 4 4 B . Manager Insurance O ffic e * 7 *100 -3 ,099 B
185 . a 16 0 X a X 2 e a X . 55-65 . a a 8 o „ . Cabinet Maker a 3,100-*+, 099 0
186 . ko 9 X X 5 a X . 35-55 . a o 9 a 4 „ C h ief Engineer 0 6 ,1 0 0 -7 ,0 9 9
187 . *+0 a X a X * * 1 a a 0 X . 55-65 . a a 16 0 BA 0 . Owner of Men's C lo th ing e 7,100-8^099 0
188 . bO „ X a X o * 2 a X « • 25-55 . a . 8 O . Carpenter 0 0 *+,100-5,099 0
189 c *+0 a e X a X 0 a X a . 55 -65  . a . a 16 0 a Salesman *+,100- 5 ? 099 c
190 . ko e X e X o 3 o X a . 55 -65  . 0 a a 16 B 0 BS 0 „ Salesman 0 7 S100-8 ,099 0
191 . bO a X X a 3 a X O . 2 5-35 . e a 0 12 B 0 O 9 a „ Laborer 0 * 3,100-^4,099 0
192 . *+0 B X X 6 a X a 0 *+5 6̂*+ 0 <■ Ik a 4 0 a . Laborer e 4 3 ,1 00 -^ ,09 9 B
193 . 
19*+ .
1+0 a X a X a 7 a a X oOver 65* a 0 10 0 0 a 0 . Laborer 3,100-*+, 099 0
ko * X * X 2 - X - * 9 25^3^ * - 17 - 4 c Ma 0 • S tore  Manager * 5 ,1 0 0 -6 ,0 9 9 *
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TABLE LX (continued)
QUESTIONNAIRE DATA AND RAW SCORES ON 
TENDENCIES FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWED
Case
lo.
Precinct
No.
Sex 
M F
Parent 
Yes No
No. of
child,
Religion 
P C
Age
bracket
Education 
highest 
year completed Degree Oceunatlon Incomebracket Dominant
- - - Raw Scores - - 
Possessive Ignoring Dhknovn
195 . « 0 1+0 . . X . . X . . 2 . . X . 55 -65  . . . . 16 . » . , BA . Insurance Business . * 5 , 100- 7,099  . . , 155 . . . 72 . a a . 51196 . 0 . 50 . . X . X . . 3 . . X * 0 . 35-55 . .■ . . 12 . . . . . Salesman . .  7 ,1 0 0 -8 ,0 9 9  . : : 155 . . a 72 • a a a 50 a a . a 52
197 . . . 50 . . X . X . X • ft .Under 25 . . . 16 . . . . BA . . High School Teacher . . 3 )1 0 0 -5 ,0 9 9  . . . 1 5 1 . . .  86 . . . .  55 . a . a 51
198 . , . 5 0 . . X . . 12 . . . . . « Laborer . . 3 ,1 00 -5 ,0 99  . . . 181 . . . 90 . a a a 50 a a . . 52
199 . . . 50 . . X . . X . . 1 . . . X * . 35-55 . . . . 12 . . , . ■ 0 Salesman . . 5 ,1 0 0 -6 ,0 9 9  . . . 186 . . . 93 . a * a 58 . . . . 56
200 . . . 50 . . X . X . X • 0 . 55-65  . . . . 12 . . . . . 0 Saw Mill Laborer . . 2 ,0 0 0 -3 ,0 9 9  . . . 180 . . . 91 . a a a 62 a a a . 53
201 . . * 50 . . X . X . . 3 • • X • p . 25-35 . . 12 * . . . « , Telephone Lineman . . 5 ,1 0 0 -5 ,0 9 9  . . . 160 . . . 73 • . . .  52 • a a a 50202 . „ . 50 . . X . X . . 2 . . X . 35-55  . . . . 13 . . . . * . Insurance Business . . 6 ,1 0 0 -7 ,0 9 9  . . . 165 . . . 88 . . . a 61 a a a a 57
203 . v, . 50 . . X . X . * 1 . . X * . 55-65  . » . . 15 . . . . . Lawyer . . 5 ,1 0 0 -5 ,0 9 9  . . . 166 . a . 92 . a a * 57 • a a a 53
20!+ . . . 5o . , X . X . . 1 . . X * . 35-55 . . . . 12 . . . . • Salesman . . 5 ,1 0 0 -5 ,0 9 9  . . . 196 . a a 90 . . . a 58 a a a a 55
